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Abstract 

Object-ûriented database systems (OODBs) are emerging as the most likely candidate to 

meet data management requirements of new complex applications. Object-Oriented views 

have been recognized as a powemil mechanism for customizing the structural as weU as 

behavioral aspects of OODBs interfaces for diverse user needs. They are used to provide 

data independence, authorization enforcement, integration of heterogeneous and 

distributed systems and efficient update mechanisms. In this thesis, a uniforni capacity- 

augmenting view mechanism for the TIGUKAT object model is presented. Following the 

uniform semantics of the TIGUKAT object model, two new types, T-virtualtype and 

T-view, are added into the primitive type system and the behaviors defined on them are 

given. The capacity-augmentkg virtuai type, T-virtualtype, can restructure base types and 

augment the storage capacity of base types by incorporating additional behaviors. A view 

is defined as a user-selected subschema of the global schema with internat and extemal 

aspects. We extend the TIGUKAT dennition language and query language to define 

virtual types and view schema To integrate virtuai types into a consistent type lattice, a 

type integration aigorithm based on the TIGWKAT axiomatic model of dynamic schema 

evolution is developed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Background 

Object-Oriented database systems (OODBSs) are seen as the next evolutionary step 

towards advancing database technology. They are expected to offer enhanced 

huictionality over traditional relational databases. In addition to subsuming the modeling 

power and expressibility of the first-generation (Le., hierarchicai and network) and 

second-generation (Le., relational) systems, an object-oriented database management 

system (OODBMS) is well suited for overcoming their deficiencies in handling complex 

data with complex relationships. Furthemore, an OODBMS is suitable for integrating the 

semantically rich, and computationdly complete, discipline of programming languages 

with the persistence, performance and consistency features offered by traditional database 

systems. 



Many databases developed for advanced application domains such as cornputer-aided 

design and manufaturing, geographic information systems, multimedia systems. 

knowledge base applications, and office information systems are now being built using 

object-oriented database models. These applications require customized interfaces to the 

global information suitable for dif3erent types of user groups and tasks. Therefore, there is 

a need to develop a technology for OODBSs - similar to the view rnechanism in relational 

databases - that will support the construction of various @ossibly conflicting) interfaces 

to the schema by hiding irrelevant portions of the data, by augrnenting existing 

components, and/or by restnicturing. 

In relational database systems, a view is traditionally defined to be a named, persistent 

query, Le., a virtual relation. Abstracting fkom the details of a particular query language, 

views are defined by a statement such as "define view name as query". Views are a very 

simple, yet powerful mechanism. They simplify the user interface by allowing the user to 

ignore data that is not relevant to his or her application. Furthemore, they permit logical 

restnicturing of the database to more closely match an application's processing 

requirements and they provide a measure of protection by screening out data that the user 

is not authorized to access. 

The advantages of views carry over naturally to object-onented database systems. Object- 

onented views have been recognized as a powerful mechanism for customizing the 

structural as well as behavioral aspects of interfaces to OODBS. This can be used to meet 

the needs of specific applications or users; "for integrating heterogeneous and distributed 



systems; for security and access rights restriction; and for achieving interoperability by 

hiding the idiosyncrasies of component systems to be integrated into a unified system" 

m 6 ] .  Thus, the development of powerful view mechanisms for OODBS is an 

important research area. 

Creating views in an objecr-onented model is not a simple tramfer of relational view 

technology to the object-oriented model. ïhere are severai basic issues that must be 

addressed for an object-oriented view system including the definition of object-onented 

views, the view update problem, view materiaiization, and virtual type classification. 

View Definition. in the relational data model, a view is defined as a virtual relation 

that cm be derived by a query on one or more base relations. In OODBSs, the absence of 

a universally accepted object model has lead to the current diversity of proposals for 

object view mechanisms. Individual proposals differ largely with respect to the 

fûnctionaiity they offer as well as the way view schema are constmcted. 

View Update. In the relational approach, views that do not contain the key of their 

underlying base reIation cannot be updated [GPZ88]. This is because it is ambiguous how 

to trace view updates back to updates of base relations. View updates tend to be more 

feasible in the 00 approach, since view objects denved by object preserving queries have 

oid's that do not depend on associated values. Thus, if an 00 view is derived in an object 

preserving manner, this view can be updated and the results of the update can be 

propagated to the base objects in a unique way. View objects created as a result of an 

object generation query may not be updated since the updates can not be propagated to 

the base schema in an unambiguous way [SLT91]. 



View Materialization. The main motivation for view materiabation is to improve 

query performance. In 00 systems, the need of matexialization cornes fiom another 

aspect: the capability of specimg additional, non-derived properties or behaviors in 

views. h relational systems, a view is a vixtual table, so a rnaterialized view consists of 

stored values/rows. In OODBSs, a view is a schema containing both base and virtual 

types, so an object-oriented materialized view consists of a schema in which somc of the 

"virtual" types contain actual stored objects P S I .  

Virtual Type Classification. In OODBSs, once a virtual type (class) is specified, it has 

to be properly positioned in the base or giobd hierarchy. Individual proposais differ in 

the degree ofautomated support for assigning types and positioning virtual types (classes) 

in the base or global schema. 

The traditional way of defining a view in the relational mode1 is to use a query statement. 

For example, the following will create a simple view (named emp-view) of the 

employees in department 12 using a q u q  that references an employee table: 

CREATE VIEW emp-vïew AS 

SELECT empno, ht-name, l<name, deptno 

FROM EMPLOYEE 

WHERE deptno = 12 



This statement generates a v k h d  relation (table) that may or may not be materialized in 

the database. There is no information about the subset or subtype relationships contained 

between the view and the table fkom which the view is created. 

As in the relational world, object-oriented queries are still used to generate of object- 

oriented views. However, there are severai differences: 

The extent of a view in the relational model consists of new relation tuples while 

a view extent in an 00 mode1 con& of existing objects with the same identities. 

In the relational model, a view is a new relation schema independent of others, 

while in an 00 model, the type of the objects in the view extent is related to the 

type(s) that the view was denved kom. 

in this thesis, we use the TIGUKAT object mode1 query language (TQL), as a bais  for 

our view mechanism. A query language statement in TQL [Lip93] generates a collection 

as its resuIt. Collections have an extent, which is the set of objects retumed by the query, 

and a membership type, which is a single type representhg the most defhable type that 

describes the objects in the extent. The membership type of a collection can be an 

existing type or can be a virtual type that needs to be integrated into the type lattice. 



1.2 Scope and Contributions 

In this thesis, a uaiform view mechanism for the TIGUKAT object model is presented. 

Following the unifonnity of TIGUKAT, two new types, T-vimialtype and T-view, are 

incorporated into the model as first-class objects with well-defhed behaviors. To insert 

virtual type into the type Iattice, a transparent and non-intrusive classification algorithm is 

presented. This section provides an overview of the contriiutions in each of these areas. 

1.2.1 Object-Oriented View Definition Issues 

Initial proposals for views in OODBS have emerged that define a view to be a viaual 

class derived by an object-oriented query w 9 0 ,  Kim89, SLT91, Bert921. The advantage 

of this approach is its sirnplicity and ease of implementation. However, an object-oriented 

schema is a complex structure of types (andor cIasses) interrelated by various 

relationships. A virtual class derived by an object-oriented query cannot construct various 

interfaces to reflect a complex schema, although some proposals Pert921 support 

capacity-augrnenting views. 

We define object-oriented views as a view schema, which is a selected subschema of the 

global schema. A view schema includes both interna1 and extemal aspects. The internai 

aspect illustrates the structure and behavior of the view schema The extemal aspect 



illustrates the content of the view schema, which is the collection of objects modeled by 

the intention, 

We extend the primitive type system of TIGUKAT with a new type called T - virtualtype. 

V h a I  types are denved via an object-orïented query statement and are integrated into a 

consistent N e  lattice with relationships to certain base types. Users can specify fairly 

complex view schemata based on the augrnented type lattice and globd schema 

To support the specification of view schema, we design a view specification based on 

TQL. The view designer can use this langage to speciQ new view schema 

Our view mechanisrn supports capacity-augmenthg views, which means that v h a l  

types can be refined to augment the storage capacity of base types by adding new 

properties or behaviors to the virtual types created by the view dennition W S ] .  

Our view mechanism unifomily models views as first-class objects by directIy defining 

them as type and behavior extensions to the TIGUKAT object model. This results in an 

extensible view mechanism with consistent, uniform, underlying semantics that follow 

the object model and its behaviorai semantics. A new type, T-view, is added to the 

primitive type system as a subtype of T-object. The instances of T-view represent view 

schema that are modeled as objects. 



1.2.2 Type Integration Issues 

In object-onented view systems, there is a problem in classimg and consistently 

integrating virtuai types into the existing inheritance hierarchy. Current approaches offer 

various solutions and are summmized as follows: 

Require the user to explicitiy speciQ the relationship between a vistual type and 

existing base types [TYI88]. 

Simply relate a Wtual type directly with its source type via a derived-from 

relationship [Bert92]. 

Relate the virtual type directly with the root type of the schema w90, Kim891. 

Relate a virhial type only with its direct source types via a subtype/supertype 

relationship [SLT9 11. 

lntegrate the virtual types into a single unified global schema [KR95]. 

The first approach requires the user to be knowledgeable about al1 classes in the global 

schema, even those that are not related to his or her view schema Furthemore, as the size 

of the schema grows, classification becomes a more involved process for the user. The 

second approach ignores the issue of determining subclass relationships by introducing a 

parallel denved-fiom relationship hierarchy. The third approach completely ignores the 

issue of classification - m 8 9 ]  mentions that classification of query results is a 

problem to be solved for closed query languages, but the positionhg of result classes 



directly below a root class "OBJECT' is not very helphil. The fourth approach separates 

type and extent. When positioning types in the type lattice, [SLT91] introduces some new 

types as intermediate nodes in the type hierarchy. When positioning the result extent in 

the class hierarchy, they only relate it with its direct source. The fifth approach is based 

on type lattice classification, the essence of which is the creation of intennediate classes 

that restructure the schema graph. Both the fourth and fifth approach create intermediate 

types (classes) in the schema. The advantage of thÏs approach is that it preserves type 

inheritance. However, as the size of the schema graph grows, more intennediate types 

(classes) are created and the schema graph becomes more cornplex. Most of the 

intermediate classes are not semantically meaningfûl for users. 

In this thesis, we present a non-intrusive and transparent type classification algorithm 

within the context of the TIGUKAT object model [OPSILM95]. That is, our algorithm 

inserts virtual types into the type lattice without generating intennediate types and when 

virtual types are removed, the type lattice returns to its previous state. The type lattice of 

TIGUKAT has a type T-object as the root and a type T-nul1 as the base. At mulimum, a 

newly generated virtual type will at least be a subtype of T-object and a supertype of 

T-null. 

The axiomatic model of dynarnic schema evolution PTOS971 provides the foundation 

for virtual type integration and view schema generation. The denvation of the various sets 

in the axioms are based on the essentid supertypes P,(t), and the essential properties 

N,(t) of a type t. The axiomatic mode1 provides a consistent, automatic mechanism for 



deriving the entire type lattice structure a f k  a change to either P,(t) or Ne(t). The type 

integration algorithm star& fiom the base type fiom which a virtual type is denved to fïnd 

the virtual type's essential types and essential properties. Then the vimial type is 

automatically integrated into the type lattice using the axiomatic model. 

Our algorithm most closely resembles MultiView's mun94], but ciiffers in two aspects. 

(1). MultiView's classification aigorithm is intrusive. The introduction of intermediate 

classes damages the schema's coherency and makes the schema more complex and 

therefore very difficult for the users understand. Our algorithm is non-intrusive because 

when a virtuai type is inserted into the type lattice, no additionai intemediate types need 

to be created. (2). in MultiView's classification algorithm, if we delete the inserted class, 

the schema can not be easily returned to its original state. A log of al1 intermediate class 

insertions would have to be kept and al1 these changes would have to be rolled back. 

Since our integration algorithm is based on the TIGUKAT axiomatic model of dynamic 

schema evolution~TOS97]. Deleting a virtual type inserted by the type classification 

algorithm will automatically return the type lattice to its original status before the virtual 

type was inserted. This makes our algorithm transparent . 

1.3 Organization 

The remainder of this thesis is organized into five additional chapters. In Chapter 2, we 

present a summary of the related work in object oriented view defhition and v h a l  type 



classification. A general overview of the TïGUKAT object model is given in Chapter 3. 

The main features of TIGUKAT that are used as a basis for the view mechanism are 

outlined and the unique concepts are explained. This includes descriptions of the 

TIGUKAT primitive type system, meta-model, query Ianguages and the axiomatic model 

of dynamic schema evolution. In Chapter 4, a new type, T-vimiaaltype, is deflned and 

incorporated into the primitive type lattice. Furthmore. a type classification algorithm 

for the consistent i n t e m o n  of virtuai types into the type lanice is designed. In Chapter 

5, the definition of a view schema is given. To specifl a view schema, we extend the 

TIGUKAT definition language (TDL) [Lip93]. Following the uniform semantics of the 

object model, views are modeled as type and behavior extensions to the base object 

model. Thus, a new type, T-view, is added to the system. An instance of the T-view type 

represents views, i.e., view schemata. Finally, in Chapter 6, conclusions and future 

research directions are discussed. 



Chapter 2 

Related Work 

Codd's landmark paper in 1970 [Cod701 defined the relational model that provides a 

simple, yet powerfûl, method for organizing regular stnichired data The main advaotages 

of this approach are that it offen a hig. degree of data independence, data consistency, 

and language facilities based on the first-order predicate calculus. View mechanisms have 

been extensively studied for the relational model. Some notable work is presented in 

pLT86, Han871. In the relational model, a view is defined as a vimial relation derived by 

a query on one or more relations. The algebraic operators join, select, and project are 

commonly used to define a view. 

Adding database features to Smailtalk was one of the early object-oriented database 

efforts to emerge [CM84]. Over the years, a number of object-oriented models have been 

proposed (EXODUS [CDF88, CDV881, G e m ~ t o n e [ ~ ~ 0 + 8 9 ] ,  I R T S ~ C ' ~ ~ ,  FAC89, 



WLH90],00DAPLEX~ay89], ORION[BCG+~~], 0 $ 3 ~ ~ + 8 8 ] )  . Different approaches 

have been taken to design new object models that support object-oriented features and 

conform to the object-oriented philosophy. 

EXODUS [CDF88, CDV881 is an extensible database management system developed at 

the University of Wisconsin. The EXTRA data model and the EXCESS query Language 

are the components of EXODUS. The EXTRA data model includes support for cornplex 

objects with shared subobjects, support for persistent objects of any type in the EXTRA 

type lattice, and user-defined abstract data types. 

The GemStone database system pMO*89] is an object-onented DBMS based on a 

Srnalltalk-like data model and interface. GemStone rnerges object-onented language 

concepts with database management technology such as storage management, associative 

access and indexing, and schema evolution. It supports multiple user access, it has the 

ability to accommodate large volumes of objects, and it provides persistence, query 

facilities, and transaction management. 

Iris [FBC'87, FAC89, WLH901 is a commercial OODBMS founded on the functional 

data model of DAPLEX. The Iris model defines primitives for objects, types, and 

functions. Objects are classified into the categones of literd and non-literal objects. Iris 

fûlly encapsulates object properties into behavion, which represent the only interface to 

objects. Thus, a high-level of data abstraction and data independence is supported by the 

model. 



OODAPLEX [Day89] extends the DAPLEX functional data model [Shi811 into an 

object-oriented model by directly building on the PROBE data model w 8 6 ] .  nie 

extensions to DAPLEX include abstractioo; encapsulation of behavior, closure, and 

enhancement of the declarative language features by allowllig for recursive queries and 

additionally descnbing a cornpanion algebra. 

The ORIûN ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 9 1  OODBMS is based on an existing programming language 

(CLOS). Similar to GemStone, it extends the language wiîh database capabilities which 

include persistent and sharable storage, îransaction management, associated quenes, 

dynamic schema evoluhon, and database integrity control. 

0 2  [BBB'~~] is a commerciaily available OODBMS. In the O2 model, the database 

consists of a hierarchy of classes. Each class has an associated type, and every object in a 

class has a value of this particular type. Classes also have methods associated with them. 

Important features of  the O2 mode1 include inheritance of types and methods and method 

overloading. 

Numerous proposals for object-oriented view systems have been reported over the Iast 

few years. A summary of these proposals is now aven. 

Kuno and Rundensteiner m 6 ]  design and implement an OODBS view mechanism, 

called Multiview, which is one of the first OODBSs to support dynamic and updatable 



materialized object-oriented views. Muitiview's fiindamental properties include multiple 

classification, dynamic object-restructuring, and the ability to make dynamic changes to 

the schema. MultiView breaks view specification into the following three subtasks: (1) 

the customization of existing type structures and object sets by deriving v h a l  classes via 

object-oriented queries, (2) the integration of virtual classes into one consistent globaI 

schema graph, and (3) the specification of arbitrarily complex view schemata composed 

of both base and vimiai classes on top of the augmented global schema 

In [Run94], the authors present a classification algorithm to uitegrate a vimial class into a 

consistent global schema This algorithm is based on type lattice classification, the 

essence of which is the creation of intemediate classes that restructure the schema. The 

classification algorithm performs the following steps. First, the system generates 

intermediate classes to serve as unique points of inheritance for the addition of a new 

class into the hierarchy. Next, the system calculates which existïng classes should be 

direct children and parents of the new class, and updates the generalization hierarchy by 

removing any redundant edges. Lastly, the system promotes the code of any methods or 

attributes that should now be located at a new superclass. Their work on classification is 

closely related to research presented in FIS891 on inserting types into a lattice structure. 

Our type classification algorithm withïn the context of the TIGUKAT object mode1 

inserts types into the type lattice without generating intermediate types. Similar to their 

approach, we define object-oriented views as subschema of the global schema and 

specify arbitrarily complex view schemata composed of both base and vimial classes on 

top of the augmented global schema. Furthermore, we extend behavior objects and 



function objects into the view schema, and thus, our view schema more closely resembles 

the actuai database schema 

In m S 8 9 ] ,  a type classification algorithm is proposed. Rather than dealing with an 

object-onented model, they assume a simple record-onented type system. When a type is 

inserted into the type lattice, some additional new types are aiso introduced into the type 

lattice as intermediate nodes. When an inserted type is deleted, the type lattice can not 

retum to the original s tatu before the type was inserted. Therefore, their type 

classification algorithm is intrusive and non-transparent. 

Scholl, Laasch, and Tresch [SLT91] have developed an object-preserving algebra to 

define virtual classes and thus achieve updatable views. Their system, narned COCOON, 

has been implemented on top of a nested relationai model. They showed that updating 

object views is much more feasible than in the case of relational views. The key property 

of a query language leading to this resuit is object preserving operator semantics. That is, 

query results are sets of existing objects instead of data tuples or new objects. They define 

a view as a class derived by an object-oriented query. They sketch the class integration 

process in the context of theu COCOON system, Le., they determine whether a derived 

class should be placed lower or higher than its source class. Our view differs £iom their 

work in that our view rnechanism is uniform. That is, it uniformly models virtual types 

and views as kt-class objects by directly definhg them as type and behavior extensions 

to the TIGUKAT object model. This results in an extensible view mechanimi with 

consistent, uni form, underlying semantics. 



Bertino [Bert921 introduces a capacity-augmenting view mechanism for object-oriented 

databases. Their mode1 extends dong several directions. First, a view may have 

additional properties that are not denved fiom the base classes. Second, a view may have 

methods. Finally, a view, like a class, may be dehed as a subview of other views. To 

integrate a view into the global schema, the schema is extended by introducing a new 

dimension, called vÏew derivation. This extension simply relates a view only with its 

direct source class via a derived-fiom relationçhip. They ignore the issue of determining 

subclass relationship by introducing a parailel derived-fiom relationship hierarchy. 

Shilling and Sweeney CSS891 descnbe a view mechanism that allows (1) classes to have 

multiple interfaces, (2) instance variables to be availabte to a limited number of 

interfaces, and (3) multiple copies of an instance variable to be availabIe within an object. 

The primary aim of the extensions is in the context of an environment for software 

development and maintenance. The enhanced 00 system will be one in which an object 

class will define more than one type with multiple interfaces and the name space wiIl 

cease to be flat. An object instance would no longer contain a sole set of its instance 

variables. They approach the problem fiom the programming language point of view, and 

thus they do not hancile the object instances associated with a class. Their work does not 

address aspects of object selection fkom the base view and does not consider the case 

where a single view object is composed of multiple base view objects. 



A limited view mechanism is described for Onon in m 8 9 ] .  The author defines a view 

as a class derived fkom an object-oriented query. The results of these views are linked 

directly to a root class called OBJECT. The author mentions that classification of query 

results is a problern to be solved for closed query languages, but the positionhg of result 

classes directly below a root class "OBJECT' is not very helpful. An object-oriented view 

is defined as a class derived £iom an object-oriented query that can not provide a flexible 

interface for the user to view complex object-oriented information. In our vîew 

mechanism, we define the type derived fkom an object-oriented query as a virtual type 

that will automatically be inserted into the type lattice. We d e h e  object-oriented views 

as a user-selected subschema of the global schema A view can be £tom one or several 

virtual types accompanied by their extent to arbitrarïly complex view schema so as to 

provide a flexible interface for the user to view complex data and relationships within the 

global schema 

Or View [0,93], based on Abiteboul and Borner [Abitgl], is the £kt commercial 

implementation of an objectbase view management system realized. The system 

introduces special constmcts for dehing 'tùtual classes". The query language is used 

"as much as possible" in their view capability, however, some functionality is duplicated. 

They use a slightly modified version of the O2 data model, droppuig the distinction 

between (stored) attributes and (derived) methods. The view mechanisrn in Oz allows 

multiple classification in views, although each object in the underlyhg data model must 

belong to exactly one base class. The view mechanism uses object generating queries and 

the maintains OID's of imaginary objects that are created in response to high level 



operations. Beeri [Beeri92] States that this does not offer a general solution to object 

generation. Special emphasis is given to the construction and maintenance of a view 

schema The basic ideas underlying an algorithm for inferring the position of a view class 

in the view hierarchy are sketched in [Abitg 11. 

FUGUE p 8 8 ]  is a .  object/fÙnction model based on three primitive types: object, 

firnction and type. It is an extension of the fiinctional data model DAPLEX [ShW]. A 

view mechanism for FUGUE is discussed in W O ] .  In this work a "view" means 

subschema, which is a collection of base and derived classes subject to some closure 

constraints. The relationship between the view and its basetypes is defhed by a fiiriction 

that specifies how the types and objects in the view are derived. Their view mechanism 

basicalIy builds on abstraction mechanisms of object-oriented programming rather than 

on a generic query language. We adopt this approach and introduce behavior objects, 

function objects, collection objects, and class objects into a view schema. Thus, 

TIGUKAT7s view schemata are more comprehensive and compiete. 

A similar approach can be found in [TYI88], where 'irirtual'' classes cm be defined over 

Smalltalk classes. Virtual classes are defined by a (ciass) predicate that detemines 

membership. Their operators do not change the type of objccts. However, new methods 

can be defined for virtual classes, so they support capacity-augmenting views. 

Some problems related to object-onented views have been considered in several papers. 

For instance, a query language is an important component of a view mechanism, and a 



number of query languages have been proposed for object-oriented databases [ASL89] 

pCD89, LR89b, LR89aI [CDV88] [Gai921 Ken9 11. Materialized views and view updates 

in OODBSs have been discwed in p 9  1 ] ~ 3 ] ~ S I [ S L T 9 1 ] .  m 9 1 ]  provides a 

view materialization mode1 in which updates are propagated by use of change files, 

representing histories of  design sessions. -31 addresses maintainhg consistency for 

a particular type of join class fomed dong an existing path in the aggregation graph. 



Chapter 3 

TIGUKAT Overview 

In this chapter, an overview of TIGUKAT is provided. Section 3.1 outlines the main 

characteristics of the TIGUKAT object model, uicluding a description of such concepts as 

objects, types, classes, behaviors, fimctions, and the relationships among them. Section 

3.2 describes the TIGUKAT meta-mode1 which provides the capability for TIGUKAT to 

manage information about itself in a uniform rnanner and which provides reflective 

capabilities. In Section 3.3, the description of the axiomatic model of dynamic schema 

evolution is given, which provides the foundation of viaual type integration and view 

scherna generation. Section 3.4 siunmarizes the syntax of the TIGUKAT languages (TDL 

and TQL) which support the definition, manipuIation, and retrieval of objects in a 

TIGUKAT objectbase. Finally, an example objectbase is introduced in Section 3.5 that is 

used throughout the remainder of the thesis to illustrate the concepts introduced. 



3.1 The Primitive Type System 

The TIGUKAT object model [OPSILM95, Peters941 is d e h e d  behavioraiiy with 

uniform semantics. The model is behavioral in the sense that the access and manipulation 

of objects is restricted to the application of behaviors (operations) upon objects. The 

model is unifom in that every concept within the model has the status of a first-class 

object. An object is a fùndamental concept in TIGUKAT. This means that at the most 

basic level, every expressible element in the model incorporates at least the semantics of a 

primitive notion of "object". 

The model defines a number of primitive objects which include: atomic entities (such as 

reals, integers, strings, characters, etc.); types for definhg and structuring features of 

common objects; behaviors for specifjhg the semantics of the operations that may be 

performed on objects; functioos for specimg the implementation of behaviors; classes 

for the automatic classification of objects based on type; and coHections for supporting 

general heterogeneous user-de finable groupings of objec ts. 

The primitive type system is shown in Figure 3.1 with the T-object type as the root of the 

lattice and the T-nul1 type as the base. The type T-object binds the lattice from the top. It 

is the supertype of d l  other types. T-object is introduced to define common behaviors 

that are applicable to aii objects. For example, a cornparison behavior to test equality 

of objects. The type T-nul1 binds the lattice Eom the bottom. It is a subtype of every other 



type in the systern. T-nui1 is introduced in the mode1 to provide an object that can be 

returned by behaviors that have no resdt. 

Subtype 

Figure 3.1 Primitive type systern 



In this thesis, following the uniform semantics of the TIGUKAT object model, two new 

types, T-virtualtype and T-view, are added into the primitive type system. The definition 

of these types and the behaviors d e h e d  on them are given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, 

respectively. The following discussion outlines only the components of the primitive type 

system that are relevant to the view management extensions proposed in this thesis. 

Objects are defined as (identity, state) pairs where identity represents a unique, Unmutable 

system managed object identity, and state represents the information carried by the object. 

Thus, the model supports strong object identity [KC86], meaning that every object has a 

unique existence within the model and is distînguishable fiom every other object. On the 

other hand, the state of an object encapsulates the information carried by that object. 

Concephially, every object is a composite object in TIGUKAT meanhg that every object 

has references to other objects. Virtual types and views formed fiom them are defined and 

managed as objects with behaviors. 

The definition of object characteristics (i.e., type) is separate fiom the mechanism for 

grouping instances of a particular type (Le., class). A type specifies behaviors. It 

encapsulates hidden implementation and state for al1 objects that are created using the 

type as a template. The set of behaviors defined by a type is referred to as a set of native 

behaviors, and it describes the interface of objects of that type. Types are organized into a 

lattice structure using the notion of subtyping. TIGUKAT supports multiple inheritance, 

meaning that one type can be an immediate subtype of severai other types. The types 



T-vimialtype and T-view are introduced into the primitive lattice to mode1 view 

management and new types can be de- when users create views. 

A class ties together the notion of type and object instances. A class is responsible for 

managing ail instances that are created by using a specific type as a template. Objects of a 

particular type can not exist without an associated class and every class is uniquely 

associated with a single type. Object creation uccurs only through a class using its 

associated type as a template for the creation. 

A collection is another grouping consûuct in TIGUKAT. It is defined as a general user- 

definable construct. It is sîmiIar to a class in that it also represents an extent of objects, 

but it differs in severals respects. First, no object creation cm occur through a collection; 

object creation occurs only through classes. Second, an object may exist in any number of 

collections, but it is a member of only one class. Third, the management of classes is 

implicit in that the system automatically maintains classes based on the subtype lattice, 

whereas the management of collections is explicit, meaning that the user is responsible 

for their extents. Finally, a class groups the entire extension of a single type (shallow 

extent), along with the extensions of all its subtypes (deep extent)- On the other hand, a 

collection may be heterogeneous in the sense that it can contai. objects which may be of 

different types. The extents of views are managed through collections. A collection holds 

the objects visible within the view. 



The subtypes of T-class namely, T-class-class, T-type-class and T-collection-class, are 

parts of the meta system. Their placement within the type system itself directly supports 

the uniformity of the model. A fidi explanation of these types can be found in Peters941. 

A detailed discussion of how these types are used within this thesis is given in Section 

3.2, 

Two other thdamental notions in TIGUKAT are behaviors and the fiinctions that 

implement them. In the same way that an object's specincation (type) is separated £iom 

the grouping of its elements (class), the definition of a behavior is separated fiom its 

possible implementations (fûnction/methods). The new types introduced by our view 

mode1 define appropriate behaviors. The semantics for these behaviors are specified. This 

cari be used to d e h e  fùnctions for the behaviors in an implementation. 

3.2 The TIGUKAT Meta-mode1 

The TIGUKAT meta-mode1 has two features. The first one is that it can be used to 

uniformly d e h e  an rn2-class whose associated type includes behaviors for creating 

default objects of a particular type. The second feature is that the m2-class supports a 

uniform definition of class behavior. The meta-mode1 provides TIGUKAT with reflective 

capabilities [OPSlLM95, Peters94J. That is, TIGUKAT bas the ability to manage 

information about itself and to access this information using the regular access primitives 

of the model. We extend the virtual type concept into m2-objects in Section 4.2. Then the 

reflective capabilities of TIGUKAT are extended to manage vimial types. 



The meta-system of TIGUKAT is a three tiered structure for managing objects- This 

structure is depicted in Figure 3.2. Each box in the figure represents a class and the text 

within the box is the common reference name of that class. A dashed arrow indicates that 

the object at the head is an instance of the class object at the tail. 

Type object Real World Collection object mO-objects. 
&tances Objects instances 

Figure 3.2 Three tiered instance structure of TIGUKAT object management- 

The lowest level of the structure consists of the ''normal" objects that depict real world 

entities such as integers, persons, students, employees, behaviors and so on. Most of the 

primitive object system is also integrated at this level. This level is designated mo and its 

objects are mO-objects. 

nie second level defines the class objects that manage the objects in the level below and 

maintain schema information for these objects. These include C-type, C-coiiectioo and 

al1 other classes in the system, except for the classes in the level above. The second level 

objects are denoted as m'-objects. 



The upper-most level consists of the meta-meta-information (labeled m2) and it defines 

the fùnctionality of  the ml-objects (meta-information). The structure is closed off at this 

level because the m2-object C-cIass-elass is an instance of itseif as ilIustrated by the 

looped instance edge. The introduction of the rn2-objects adds a level of abstraction to the 

type lattice and instance structures. 

The part of the primitive type lattice (Figure 3.1) responsible for the meta-system is 

show in Figure 3.3. Furthemore, a companion subclass Iattice for this part is show in 

Figure 3.4. The notation C-x in Figure 3.4 is the associated class of type T-x in Figure 

3.3. 

Figure 3.3 Portion of primitive type lattice responsible for meta-system. 



Figure 3.4 illustrates the subset inclusion relationship and instance structure for some of 

the mo, ml, and m2-objects. Starting fiom the left-side of the lattïce structure, the 

relationships between these classes and their instances are described. 

Lnstance edges to type objects 

C-collection C-class-class 

4 
b-- '-. - -.--- 

instance edges to 
collection objects other class objects 

4 
Supewet Subse t 

b 

Class - . . - . - . --. . -. . -. . . ... &stance 
instance edge 

Figure 3 -4. Subclass and instance structure of m1 and m2-object . 

The class C-object is an ml-object that maintains al1 the objects in the objectbase (i.e., 

every object is in the deep extent of class C-object ). Two other ml-objects in the figure 

are subclasses of C-object, namely, C-type and C-coiiection. These two classes 

maintain the instances of types and collections, respectively. CIass C-collection is M e r  

subclassed by the m2-object C-class because every object that is a class is also a 

collection of objects. For example, the class Cgerson is an instance of the class C-class 

and Cgerson is a collection of person objects as weii. The class C-clnss manages the 

instances of al1 classes in the system like C-object, Cgerson and so on. Finaiiy, 



C-class is subclassed by m2-objects C-type-class, C-class-elass and C-~~Ilection-class. 

Intuitively, C-type-class is a class whose instances are classes that manage type objects. 

Similady, C-class-class is a class whose instances are classes that manages class objects 

and C-collection-class is a class whose instances are classes that manage collection 

objects. 

In Chapter 4, we extend T-virtualtype into the TIGUKAT primitive type systern. To 

maintain the consistency and uniformity of the TIGUKAT objectbase, we extend the 

T-virtualtype-class as a subtype of T-class, and C-virtualtype-class is associated with 

type T-virtualtype-class. A detailed discussion is given in Section 4.2. 

3.3 The Axiomatic Mode1 

A sound and complete axiomatic model for dynamic schema evolution @SE) in OODBS 

is presented in [PTOS97]. The axiomatic model provides a solution to compare DSE in 

OODBS by serving as a common, formal underlying foundation for descnbing DSE of 

existing systems. In our view mechanimi, we incorporate the axiomatic model as a 

foundation to support non-intrusive vimial type integration and view schema generation. 

The axiomatic model formalizes DSE characteristics into a well-defined set of axioms. 

The axioms automaticaiiy maintain complex schema relationships and properties fiom 

two input sets associated with each type in a schema The elernents of these sets can be 

provided by the user, schema designer, view designer, system, or a combination of these 



sources. One set is caüed the essential s u p e q e s  and contains the types that must be 

maintained as supertypes of a type for as long as consistently possible. The other set is 

calIed the essentialproperties and contains the properties that m u t  be maintained in the 

type for as long as consistently possible. The correct properties and relationships within 

the schema are automaticaily derived by the axiomatic mode1 using the essential 

supertypes and essential properties as a basis. 

Subtyping is a facility of object models that allows types to be built incrementally from 

other types. We use i to represent a reflexive, transitive, and antisymmeeic subtype 

relationship where tss  means type t is a subtype of type s, or equivalently, s is a supertype 

of t. A subtype inherits d l  the properties of its supertypes. This is known as multiple 

inheritance and results in a graph of subtype relationships. 

A type Iattice (or simple lattice) E = (t, ,<) consists of a set of types together with a partial 

order 5 of the elements of t based in the subtype relationship(5). The term lattice (or 

semi-lattice) are commonly used in objet-oriented Literature to denote a typing structure 

that supports multiple inhentance. The notation for the axiomatic mode1 is taken from 

[PTOS971 and is shown in Table 3.1. 



1 Tenn 1 Description 1 
The set of al1 types of  a system. 

The type lattice of a system. 

Tmmediate supertypes of type t. 

Essential supertypes of  type t. 

Al1 supertypes of type t. 

Supertype lattice of type t. 

Native properties of type t. 

Inherited properties of type t. 

Essential properties of type t. 

Interface of type t. 

Apply-al1 operation. 

TabIe 3.1 : Notation for axiomatic model. 

The denvation of the various sets in the axioms are based on Pe(t), the essential 

supertypes, and Ne(t), the essential properties. AU DSE operations c m  be handled 

through these two sets. 

A number of dennitions are introduced to establish properties of the axiomatic model that 

are useful for DSE and for the definition and management of views. The Mmediate 

supeaype of a type t is any type s that is not transitively a supertype of t. Formally, it is 

defined as follows: 



Definition 3.1 Immediate Supertype: Given two distinct types s,t E t where t 5s , s is an 

immediate supertype of t (equivaiently, t is an immediate subtype of s) if and only if there 

does not exist an x E t - (s,t) such that t sx and x 5s. 

The supertype lattice Pr = ( PL(t), 9 of a type t consists of a set PL(t) that includes t and 

al1 supertypes (immediate, or otherwise) of t together with a partial order such that 

Vx,y E PL(t) if x 5 y in I then x 5 y in The set of types w i t h  a supertype Iattice is 

defined as follows: 

Definition 3.2 Supertype Lattice types: Given type t E t, the supertype lanice types of t 

is the set of types PL(t) r defined as PL(t) = {s ET 1 t 5s). 

The essential properties, Ne(t), are those properties identified as being essentiai to the 

construction and existence of a type t. The essentid properties m u t  be maintained as part 

of the definition of t for as long as consistently possible. 

The essential properties of a type t consist of al1 properties natively defined by that type 

(Le., N(t) E N,(t)) and may contain properties inherited nom its supertypes. At type 

creation time, the system can initialize N,(t) with the appropriate primitive properties. 

The interface, I(t), of a type t is the union of native and inhented properties of t. This term 

specifies al1 the pmperties of t to which the object instances of t wili respond. 



Table 3.2 depicts the axioms of DSE using the notation in Table 3.1. The axiomatic 

model provides a consistent, automatic mechanism for deriving the entire type lattice 

structure after a change to either P,(t) or N.(t). The axiomatic model has the fiexibility to 

handle variations on type and property arrangements depending on the defaults imposed 

by individual systems. 

1. Axiom of CIosure Vt E t, P,(t) c r 

2. Axiorn of Acyciicity Vt E 7 ,  t ~ ~ , ( P L ( x ) ,  P(t)) 

3. Axiom of Rootedness 3-1- E 5 ,  Vt E 51 TE PL(^) A?,(T) = {) 

4. Axiom of Pointedness 3 1  E r, Vt E s 1 t E PL(I) 

5. Axiom of Supertypes Vt E 5,  P(t) = Pe(t) - U ax(PL(x)nP,(t)- {x)) 

6. Axiom of Supertype lattice Vt E 5. PL(t) = U a,(PL(x), P(t)) u {t} 

7. Axiom of Interface Vt E 5,  I(t) = N(t) u H(t) 

8. Axiom of Nativeness Vt E 7 , N(t) = Ne(t) - H(t) 

TabIe3.2: Axiomatization of subtyping and property inhentance for DSE in OBSs. 

In [PTOS97], the axioms of schema evolution are proven to be tenninating, sowd and 

complete. Termination guarantees that the axioms eventually complete a11 denvations 

performed. Soundness guarantees that only valid schema objects, properties, and 



relationships are derived by the axioms. Completeness guarantees that al1 valid schema 

objects, properties, and relationships are derived. 

In chapter 4, we develop a non-intrusive and transparent type integration aigorithm that 

is based on the axiomatic model of dyuamic schema evolution. This algorithm integrates 

virtual types into the lattice by defining appropriate essential supertypes and essential 

properties for the virtual type. The axiomatic model will automatically denve aL1 

subtyping and property inheritance relationships for the v h a l  type based on the 

essential supertypes and essentiai properties. This has the effect of integrating the virtual 

type into the consistent type lattice. An advantage with using the axiomatic model is that 

if the inserted WtuaI type is later removed fiom the type lattice, the axiornatic mode1 will 

adjust the essential supertypes and essential properties of the types in the lattice so that 

the type lattice is retumed to its original status before the virtuai type was inserted. 

3.4 TIGUKAT Language 

The main function of the TIGUKAT language is to support the definition, manipulation 

and retrieval of objects in a TIGUKAT objectbase on an ad hoc basis. The TIGUKAT 

language consists of three separate parts: TIGUKAT Definition Language (TDL), 

TIGUKAT Query Language (TQL), and TIGUKAT Control Language (TCL). TDL 

supports the definition of metaobjects in a TIGUKAT objectbase. Types, collections, 



classes, behavioa and Wctions are aii created using TDL statements. TQL supports the 

retrieval of objects in a TIGUKAT objectbase. Its syntax is based on the SQL paradigm, 

while the semantics of the language are de- by the object calculus. Finally, TCL 

supports session specific operations like opening a session, saviug a session, and making 

objects persistent. An overview of the TIGUKAT languages are now given, the full 

specification of the TIGUKAT language is given in [Lip93]. 

TIGUKAT Definition Language 

TDL is logically divided into six groups of statements: type declarations, collection 

declarations, class declarations, behavior manipulations, function declarations, and 

associations. 

The general syntax of the type dedaration statement is descnbed below, the full 

specification of the TDL is given in Pip931. The type declaration statement is extended 

in Section 4.4 to support the declaration of virtual types. 

A type declaration statement is used to create new type objects in a TIGUKAT 

objectbase. The generai syntax of this statement is: 

< type declaration > ::= create type < new reference > 

under c type list > 

< behavior specification > 



The create type clause declares a reference to a new type. The under clause contains a 

type list that defines ail direct supertypes of the new type. This List cannot be empty, as 

every type in TIGWKAT is at Ieast a subtype of T-object. The last part of a type 

declaration statement is the behavior specification, which is made up of public and 

private behaviors as foilows: 

c behavior specification > ::= [C public behaviors >.] [c private behaviors >] 

The public and private behaviors are defined as follows: 

c public behaviors > ::= public c signature list > 

c private behaviors > ::= private c signature list > 

In Chapter 4, we extend the TDL syntax to define vimial types with a capacity- 

aügrnenting capability. This allows new behaviors to be added to virtual types by 

refïning the base type. This, in tum, allows restructing of the base types for views by 

adding functionality through behaviors- 

3.4.2 TIGUKAT Query Language 

As in relational database system, object-oriented queries are the basis of object-oriented 

Mews. In this thesis, we use TQL to derive virtual types. The general syntax of TQL is 

summarized in the rest of this Section. 

The main function of TQL is to retrieve and manipulate objects in a TIGUKAT 

objectbase. Its syntax is based on the SQL select-fiom-where structure @3at87], while its 

semantics are dehed in terms of the object calculus. There are four basic TQL 



operations: select, insert, delete, and update. In addition, there are three binary 

operations: union, minus, and intersect. Each of these statements operates on a set of 

input collections and retums a collection as a result. However, ody  the semantics of the 

select, union, minus, and intersect statements are currently well defined. The dennition of 

the semantics for the insert, delete and update statements involve the specification of 

update semantics in the TIGUKAT object model. These aspects of the object model and 

the associated Ianguage constructs are currently being deveioped. For the specification of 

virtual types used in o u .  view mechanisrn, the select, union, minus, and intersect 

statements are the most important ones. 

The basic query statement of TQL is the select statement. It operates on a set of input 

collections and it aiways returns a new collection as the result. The general syntax of the 

select statement is as follows: 

< select statement > :: = select < object variable list > 

[ into [ persistent [ ail ] 1 c collection name] 

fiomc range variable iist > 

[ where < boolean formula> ] 

The "select" clause in this statement identifies the objects to be retumed in a new 

collection. There c m  be one or more object variables in this clause. They can be in the 

form of simple variables, path expressions, index variables, or constants. They 

correspond to the fiee variables in object caIcu1us formulas. The "into" clause declares a 

reference to a new collection retumed as a result of the query. If the into clause is not 

specified, a new collection is created; however, there is no reference to it. This is 



especially useful when a query is embedded in some other query and the collection 

retmed as a result does not require an explicit reference. The result of a collection can be 

made persistent by s p e c i w g  it in the into clause. The "persistent" clause makes only the 

container object persistent in the objectbase, while a 'persistent ail" additionally makes 

al1 members of the collection persistent. The "fiom" clause declares ranges of object 

variables in the "select" and "where" clauses. Every object variable can range over either 

an existing collection, or a collection returned as a result of a subquery. A subquery can 

be given either explicitly or as a reference to a query object. 

It is usefiil to distinguish between constant references to collections and variable 

references to collections. A constant reference is a reference that does not change during 

the execution of a query. ui particular, it c m  be a reference to a collection that is a result 

of the evaluation of a subquery. A variable reference to a collection is a reference which 

can change during the execution of a query- 

The TQL select statement is an important component in view creation. Details of its use 

are provided in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

3.5 Example Objectbase 

A campus information system is selected as an example to illustrate the concepts 

introduced and to assist in clarifjing thei. semantics. The type lattice for a simplified 

campus information system is given in Figure 3.6. The behavior signatures, essential 



supertypes Pe(t) and essential propdes Ne(t) pertaining to example specific types fkom 

Figure 3 -6 are descnid separately in Table 3.3 and Table 3 -4, respectively. 

The additional types defineci by the campus infoxmation system example include: 

1. Abstnct type Tgerson to represent the most common uiformation for campus 

people. Its subtypes include T-employee, T-student, Tqrofessor and 

T-admhistrator. Here, a type T-entrepreneur is introduced to represent those people 

who might start business on their work done on campus. 

2. Abstract type T-taxsource represents the objects that can be taxed. Its subtypes 

include T - employee and T-self-employed. The type T-entrepreneur is not a subtype 

of T-taxsource- 

3. Abstract type T-academicunit presents information on campus academic unit 

composition. These inciude the types T-faculty, T-department, T-lab and 

T-researc h-group. The sub type relationship between these types differs fkom the way 

they are typically administered in a campus environment. 

4. The type T-course represents the usual course information for a campus course and 

T-library represents the information about libraries. 





Type I Signature 

B_studentNumber: T-string 
B-courses:T-CO llec tion<course> 
B-GPA : T-real 

T-emp loyee 

TT_administratoradministrator B-oficaZrank T-string 

Tqro fessor B title:T - string 

Table 3.3 Behavior signatures pertauiing to example specific types of Figure 3.6 

T-researchgroup B_groupmember: T-CO l l e c t i o n ~ e r s o n >  
BJab: T laboratory 
B_researcharea:T-string 



1 Twe 1 Ne(t) 1 pe(t1 1 

. - - - . - - 

T-object, Tqerson 

I T-object, Tqerson 

B-o#cuIrank B-mployeeNum. I T-object, Tqerson 
B-salary. B-name T-emplo yee 

Tqrofessor I T-object, Tqerson 
T-emplo yee 

T-object, Tqerson 
T-student, 
T-employee 

B-name, B-su bject, B-address I Tobject 
TacademicUnit 

8-name, B-dkcip line, B-address 

Table 3.4 Ne(t) and Pe(t) to example specific types of Figure 3.6 



Chapter 4 

Virtual Type System 

In this chapter, the concepts of base type and MrtuaI rype are defined and the primitive 

type system of TIGUKAT [OPSILM951 is extended with a new type cailed T-virtudtype. 

Virtual types are the basis of object-oriented views and represent various perceptions of a 

stored objectbase. They must CO-exist with the base types of a type lattice and we define a 

non-intrusive and transparent algorithm that consistently integrates virtual types into the 

existing type lattice. The algorithm is non-intrusive and transparent which means when a 

virtual type is inserted into the type lattice, no additionai intermediate type need be 

created if we delete the vimial type inserted by the type classification aigorithm, the type 

Iattice will automatically return to its original state before the virtual type was inserted. 

Several other approaches have specified Whiai type integration, but never within the 

context of a uni fonn object mode1 iike TIGUKAT. The differences of our approach can 

be highiighted by comparing it to MuItiView [KR96], which is an 00-Mew mechanism 

that has received significant attention in the literature. 



4.1 Base Types and Virtual types 

in TIGUKAT, everythhg is uniformly modeled as an object. Each object is uniquely 

associated with a particular type. A type defines behaviors and encapsulates behavior 

implementations and state structure for objects created using that type as a template- 

Types are organized into a type lattice structure, denoted T. We divide T into two parts, 

base types and virhral rypes. Base types are those types created by users with an 

object definition language such as the TIGUKAT Defuiitian Language 

(TDL)[Lip93]. They are created durhg the conceptual schema definition phase of an 

objectbase design. 

An object-oriented view mechanism provides a user with a type lattice that is tailored to 

his or her needs rather than the complete lattice d e k e d  by the base types. In a view 

perceived by a user, some types may be hidden and some new types may be introduced. A 

system supporting this feahue must have powerful and flexible type-restruchiring 

capabilities. The concept of a vïrtual type is introduced to meet the modeling aspect of 

this feature. 

Virtual types are generated by the application of TQL queries formed on base types. 

The extent of a v i d a i  type is decided by the query statement. Furthemore, virtual types 

have capacity-augmenting capabilities, meaning vimiai types can be refined to augment 

the information carried by base types through the addition of behavioa. 



4.2 Virtual Type as Objects in TIGUKAT 

In the primitive type system of TIGUKAT, the type T-virtualtype is defined as a 

supertype of T-type as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This means that both the T-type and 

T-virtualtype have the status of nrst class objects and they inherit al1 behaviors and 

semantics of T - object. Moreover, T-type is dehed as a subtype of T-virtudtype, which 

means that virtuai types are more general types in the type lattice, and each base type has 

dl the properties of a vVtual type. That is, they inherit dl behaviors and semantics of 

virtual types. Table 4.1 lists the signatures of the behaviors defined on type T-virtualtype 

and T-type. 

T-O bjec t + 
Figure 4.1 .Virtual type extension to primitive type system 

We will use notation: 

B-addBehavior: T-behavior I, 

to mean that nothing is retumed by this behavior could be a valid or error object. 



[ Type 1 Signatures 1 

Table 4.1. Behavior signatures for type T-virtualtype and T-type 

A vimiai type effectively represents a query. It is the member type of the collection 

resulting £iom the query. The extent of a virtual type is a collection and the behavior 

B-instnnced retrieves the collection of the query result. A base type is used for defining 

and stnicturing features of common objects. The extent of a base type is a class and the 

behavior B-instanced retrieves the class, In the type lattice, both virtual types and base 

types have supertypes , subtypes, a super-lanice, and a sub-lanice. When Whial types 

extend to the primitive type system, it does not affect the type:type property. For 

example, in Figure 4.2, we apply TQL to generate a v h a l  type T-student-artist, as a 

subtype of T-student in the type lattice. Consider an object Lucy as an instance of virtual 

type T-student-artist, Then the following behavior application retums the type of Lucy, 

which is T-student-dst: 



Using the syrnbolic notation, the behavior application is specified as follows: 

Lucy + T--dent-artist 

Extending this unifomily to other types, the behavior application T - student - artist. 

B-maps to returns the type object T-virtualtype; T-virtuaitype-B-mapsto returns T-type 

and T-type.B-mapsto r e m  T-type as well. Thus, T-type is a fix-point for the 

Bmapsto behavior. SymbolicaIiy, this is specified as foUows: 

Lucy + T--dent-artist 

T-student-artist + T-virtualtype 

Figure 4.2 Simple type lattice. 

To maintain the consistent and uniform definition of the TIGUKAT objectbase, we 

extend the v h a l  type concept into m2-objects which manage aii objects, including meta- 



information in a unifornt way. The meta-system of TIGUKAT is a three tiered structure 

for managing objects. This structure was depicted in Chapter 3, Figure 3.2. M e r  

T-virtualtype is modeled into primitive type system, a part of the primitive type lattice 

responsible for the meta-systern is shown in Figure 4.3. A cornpanion subclass lattice for 

this poa is shown in Figure 4.4. Where C-x in Figure 4.4 is the associated class of type 

T x  in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.4, illustrates the subset inclusion relationship and instance structure for some of 

the d, m', and m2-objects. Starting fiom the l e h i d e  of the Iattice structure, the 

relationships between these classes and their instances are describeci. 

Figure 4.3. Portion of primitive type Iattice responsible for meta-sysrem. 

In the primitive system, the type T-virtualtype is associated with the class C-virtualtype- 

class and C-vimialtype is created as an instance of C-virtualtype-class. New virtual types 



are created by applying the renned B-new behavior to C-virtualtype , this follows the 

tenet of unifomiity: the behaviors dehed on type T-virtualtype-class are applicable to 

the object C-virtualtype because it is in the extent of class C-virtualtype-class and 

C-virtualtype-class is associated with type T-virtualtype-class. 

Beh avior Nav virtual type : (B-new:T-CO llection< - virtualtype + T-collection 

-C-behavior> + T-collection +D &): Given the class C-VlrtUaItype, a set of virtud type 

T, a set of behaviors B, and a collection L. The behavior application C-virtualtype-Bnew 

(T, B, L) creates a new vimtal type as an instance of C-virtualtype such that it is a 

subtype of the virtual types in T, it dehes the behaviors in B as native behaviors unless 

they are inhented fiom a type in T. A collection is specified associated with this vutual 

type, the collection is a query resutt of applying TQL on objectbase. 

Instance edges to instance edges 

virtual type objects type oljects 
4 

- 
A-- I 

Instance edges to 
collection objects other class objects 

t 
Superset Subset b 

Figure 4.4. Subclass and instance structure of ml and m2-object. 



4.3 Vutual Type Integration 

After a vimial type is defined, it must be integrated into the type lattice. Consequently, we 

must answer the question: what is the appropriate position of the virtual type in the type 

lattice? The type integration aigorithm described in this chapter provides a solution to this 

question withîn a uniforni object mode1 like TIGUKAT. 

The view mechanism supports capacity-augmenting virtual types. Therefore, the virtual 

types denved via the TIGUKAT query language fa11 into one of the following four cases: 

(1) the v h a l  type has equal interface to the source type, (2) the v h a l  type has fewer 

behaviors than the source type, (3) the virtual type has some additional behaviors to the 

source type, and (4) the vutuai type has some additional behaviors and is also missing 

some behaviors Erom the source type. 

Before detailing the aigorithm, we first introduce our notation. Let LS denote a source 

type, and tv denote a virtual type.There are fou. categories of virtuai types. Let TV be a 

virtual type that is identical to a source type, TV+ be a virtual type that only adds 

behaviors to a source type, TV- a m a l  type that only drops behaviors, and TV+- a 

virtual type that both ad& behaviors and drops some behaviors of a source type. Let {+) 

be the set of added behaviors, (-1 the set of dropped behaviors, and (+-) the set of added 

and dropped behaviors. We occasionally use T-ab to represent a type that has the 

interface (a, b) . 



In our algorïthm, we assume that the virtual types are derived only via single base-type 

queries. That is, the 00 queries oniy operate on a single base type. From a given query, 

we get a set of behaviors that define the virtuaI type, plus the source type that it is derived 

from. From this we can deduce the integration of any of the cases TV-, W+, W+- and 

TV. 

We focus on the four cases between ts and TV. Figure 4-5 presents a general structure 

illustrating the subtype relationship between ts and TV. TV- has fewer behaviors than the 

source type ts, therefore, TV- must be a supertype of ts. TV+ adds some additional 

behaviors to ts, so, TV+ must be a subtype of ts. TV+- adds some additional behaviors 

and hides sorne behaviors of the source type ts , so TV+- is neither the supertype nor a 

subtype of the source type. However, type TV+- and ts will have the common supertype 

TV- and common subtype TV+ in the global schema 

subtype relationship 

Figure 4.5 Basic relationship of virtual type and source type 



Our algorithm operates on this basic structure. For each case, we first look for a set of 

supertypes of TV- and (or) a set of subtypes of TV+. Then we refine these sets to 

detennine the Pe(TV) (the essential supertypes of type TV) and the effect on the lattice 

after TV is inserted, 

We now define a meet operation which forms a new type based on the sets of behaviors 

of two existing types. 

Definition. meet operator: ti n tz: Let ti E T (1 < i I n), then ti n tz produces the meet 

type of t i  and tz. The result type, Say t3, defuies the behaviors that are comrnon to types t~ 

and tz. The interface set of t3 is defhed as I(b) = I(t1) n I(tz). 

4.3.1 The virtual type has equal interface to the source type. 

We can define a vimial type TV to be exactly the same as the source type ts fiom which it 

is derived (Le. TV = ts). For example, the "select" operator of a query language can be 

used to only change the extent of a type, but the type of the result remains unchanged, so, 

we place the virtuai type as a subtype of the source type. 

4.3.2 The virtual type has fewer behaviors than the source type. 

We can define a virtual type TV- that has fewer behaviors han the source type ts. In some 

existing models, the "project" operator modifies the type description of a source type by 

"hiding" some of its properties. This generates a new type TV- with a more general type 



description. In the type laîtice, TV must be a supertype of ts, so TV- must be inserted into 

the supertype lattice of ts. 

n i e  algorithm insert-up (ts, tv) shown in Figure 4.6 inserts a type TV- Uito the type 

lattice. The insert-up (ts, tv) aigorithm makes use of two procedures, searcb-up and 

refie-down shown in Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(b), respectively. These algorithrns are 

explained beiow. 

The procedure insert-up(t.s,tv) in Figure 4.6 has four main steps. The h t  step initializes 

the essential properties of the virtual type tv to the essential properties of the source type 

ts minus the dropped behaviors in the set (-1. Then tv is added to the essential supertypes 

of ts. The second step initializes a set G to the root type. Then search-up is called to fuid 

tv's supertypes. The set G will contain tv's supertypes when search-up returns, The third 

step calls refine-dom using the types in G to find al1 the immediate subtypes of tv and it 

adds tv as an essential supertype of these subtypes. A side-effect of refme-down is that it 

h d s  additional supertypes missed by search-up. The result of steps two and three is that 

al1 appropriate supertypes and subtypes of N are identified. Step 4 promotes essential 

supertypes of ts to be essentiai supertypes of tv if the essential supertypes of ts are 

supertypes of tv. 

The search-up(ti,tz) procedure compares tz with ail supextypes of ti to find tz's 

supertypes, the set G. The detailed steps are specified as  follows: 



The procedure performs the following operations on each immediate supertype of ti. 

(1) The k t  if-statement checks if t2 and t (a supertype of tl) have only the behaviors of 

T-object in common. if this is the case, then tt is not a supertype of t and t is not a 

supertype of tz. Therefore, the aigorithm does not include t in the set G. 

(2)  The second if-statement checks if the interface of t is included in the interface of t2. Lf 

this is the case, then t is supertype of tz and so t is added mto t2's supertype set G. 

(3) The third if-statement determines if there is a type s that is the common supertype of t 

and tz, where s is in the supertype lanice of ti. if this is the case, then the aigorithm 

recursively calls procedure search-up(t, tz) to go to a higher level to h d  the 

appropriate supertypes of t2- 

(4) The last if-statement checks if t~ is a supertype of t. If so, then the algorithm 

recursively cails procedure search-up(t, t2) to go to a higher level to £ind t2's 

supertypes. 

The refme-down(t1, tr) procedure finds the immediate subtypes of tz and adds t2 as an 

essential supertype to these immediate subtypes of tz. The procedure dso i6nds some 

supertypes of tz that are missed by search-up procedure and adds them into the set G- 

The refme-down(t1, h) procedure compares tz with each immediate subtype of ti to h d  

al1 the imrnediate subtypes of tz. The detailed steps are specified as follows: 

(1) The f h t  if-statement checks if y is a supertype of tz. if so, that means ti is not a 

immediate supertype of tz, then the procedure adds y into G and drops ti fiom G. The 



procedure recursively calls procedure reiine-dowu(y, t2) to go to lower level to fïnd 

immediate subtypes and supertypes of t2. 

(2) The second if-statement checks if tz is a supertype of y. If so, the algorithm adds tz as 

a essential supertype of y. 

(3) The third if-statement determines if there is a type s that is the common supertype of 

y and tz, where s is not y or t2. Ifthis is the case, then the algorithm recursively calls 

procedure refine-dom&, tr) to go to a tower tevel to 6nd the appropriate subtypes of 

t2- 

Both procedure search-up and refine-dowa are necessary to the procedure insert-up. 

procedure insert-up(ts, tv) 

begin 
1 // Initialkation 

Ne(*) = Ne(&) - (-1 ; 
Pe(ts) = Pe(ts) u {tv) ; 

2) G = (T-object); 
call search-up(ts, tv); 

3) Vx { x  E G -  {T-object)) do 
begin 

call rehe-down(x, tv); 
endaii 

4) Pe(tv) =G;  
Vx { X E  PL(tv) ) do 

begin 
if x E Pe(ts) then 
Pe(tv) = Pe(tv) u {x)  ; 

endall 
endprocedure 

Figure 4.6 The insert-up(ts, tv) algorithm 



procedure search-up(t1, U) 

// ti - source type 
// f2 - virtual type 

begin 
Vt ( t E P(tr)) do 

begin 
if t n tz = T-object 

then continue; 
if tntz = t 

then ( G = G u  (t); 
continue; } 

if t n tz = s  1 s E PL(ti) 
then call search-up(t, t2); 

if t n t z= t z  
then cd1 search-up(t, tz); 

endal1 
endprocedure 

i) procedure search-up(t 1, tz) 

procedure refine-down(t1, t2) 

// ti - source type 
// f2 - virtual type 

begin 
VY ( YI tl E &Y) 1 do 

begin 
1) if y n  tz=y 

then ( G = G u  (y)-(ti); 
c d  refhe-down(y, tz); 

continue; 1 
2) if ynCz=tz 

then ( Pe(y) = Pe(y) u {tz) ; 
continue; } 

3) if y n  t z = s l ( s * y ~ s # t ~ )  
then call refine-down(y, tz); 
endail 

endprocedure 

(b) procedure refine-down(t 1, tz) 

Figure 4.7 The insert-up(ts, tv) algorithm' s two procedures 

We now present four examples that demonstrate the integration algorithm given in 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 

Example 4.1. in Figure 4.8 (a), the virtual type T-abc is created from the base Spe 

T-abcd by projecting the behaviors a, b, c. This classifies T-abc as a TV- type. Figure 

4.8 (b) shows the location where T-abc is integrated into the lattice. Here, tv =T-abc and 

ts = T-abcd. Further, the essential properties are defined as Ne(ts)=(a,b,c,d) and the 

essential supertypes are defined as Pe(ts)=( T-object,T-a,T-ac) . The steps taken by the 

algorithm are as follows. 



(1): First, the initialization step of procedure insert-up(T-abc& T-abc) sets Ne(T-abc) = 

{a, b, c) and Pe(T-abcd) ={T-object, T-a, T-ac, T-abc). 

(2):After initiaiking G = {T-object}, the procedure calls search-up(T-abcd, T-abc) to 

find the supertypes of T-abc. T-abcd only has one immediate supertype T-ac. The 

search-up procedure compares T-abc with T-ac ( T-abc n T-ac = T - ac). Then T-ac 

is added into G , and G = { T-object, T-ac). 

(3):The procedure cak refme-down~-ac, T-abc). The refine-dom procedm 

compares T-abc with T-abcd (the immediate subtype of T-ac) ( T-abc n T-abcd = 

T-abc). The procedure identifies T-abc as an essential supertype of T-abcd 

(Pe(T-abcd) = Pe(T-abcd) v {T-abc)). (Actually, this statement executes Pe(ts) = 

Pe(ts) u {tv)). 

(4):The procedure promotes T-a to be an essential supertype of T-abc, then Pe(T-abc) = 

(T-object, T-a, T-ac) . 

The algorithm retunis Pe(T-abcd) = {T-object, T-a, T-ac, T-abc), Pe(T-abc) = 

{T-object, T-a, T-ac) and Ne(T-abc) = (a, b, c). According to the axïomatic mode1 

introduced in Section 3.3, T-abc is integrated into the lattice. 



(a) before insert (b) after insert 

Figure 4.8 Type T-abc is derived fiom type T-abcd. 

Example 4.2. In Figure 4.9 (a), assume the virtuai type T-acd has been generated from 

the base type T-abcd by projecting behaviors a, c and d. This classifies T-acd as a N- 

type. Figure 4.9 (b) shows the location where T-acd will be integrated into the lattice. 

Here, tv =T-acd, ts = T-abccl, Ne(ts)= (a,b,c,d) , Pe(ts)={T-object, T-ab, T-abc J . The 

steps taken by the algorithm are as follows. 

(1): First, the initialization step of procedure insert-up(T-abcd, T-acd) sets Ne(T-acd) = 

{a, C, d), Pe(T-abcd) = (T-object, T'-ab, T-abc, T-ad). 

(2): Mer initializing G = {T-object) , the procedure calls search-up(T-abc& T-acd) to 



find the supertypes of T-acd- T-abcd only has one immediate supertype T-abc. 

The search-up procedure compares T-abc with T-acd( T-abc n T-acd = T-ac). It 

does not match any of the four if-statements in the procedure search-up(T-abc4 

T-acd). So the procedure search-ap(T-abcd, T-acd) does nothing in this example. 

Thus G is not changed. G = {T-object). 

(3): Because £l x { x E G - {T-object) 1, the procedure refme-dowii(T-ac, T-abc) is 

not cailed. 

(4): The procedure sets Pe(tv) = G = (T-object}. The algorithm retums Pe(T-abcd) = 

{abject, T-ab, T-abc, T-acd} , Pe(T-acd) = {T-object} . The v h a l  type T-acd is 

located under T-object directly. 

(a) before insertion (b) fier insertion 

Figure 4.9. Type T-acd is derived fiom type T-abcd. 



Example 4.3. In Figure 4.10 (a), the virhiai type T-acd is created fiom the base type 

T-abcd by projectuig the behaviors a, c, d. This classifies T-acd as a TV- type. Figure 

4.10 (b) shows the location where T - acd is integrated into the lattice. Here, tv = T-acd, ts 

= T - abcd. Further, the essential properiies are d e h e d  as  Ne@) = (a,b,c,d} and the 

essential supertypes are defined as Pe(ts) = {T-object, T-a,T-ad, T - abc). The steps taken 

by the algorithm are as follows. 

a) before insertion 

[Gl 
(b) after insertion 

Figure 4.10. Type T-acd is derived fiom type T-abcd. 

(1) First, the initiaikation step of procedure insert-up(T-abcd, T-acd) sets Ne(T-acd) = 

(a, c, d) and Pe(T-abcd) = (T-object, T-a, T-ad, T-abc, T-acd). 

(2)  M e r  initiaking G = {T-object}, the procedure calls search-up(T-abcd, T-acd) to 

find the supertypes of T-acd. T-abcd has two immediate supertypes T-abc and T-ad. 



First, the procedure search-up compares T-acd with T-abc (Lacd n T-abc = 

T-ac). T-ac is a supertype lattice type of T-abc (That is the third if-statement case in 

search-up procedure). So, the procedure seuch-a p(T-abcd, T-acd) recursivel y calls 

procedure search-up(T-abc, T-acd). In procedure serrch-up(T-abc, T-acd), T-abc 

has two immediate supertypes T-ab and T-ac. For T-ab, the procedure search- 

up(T-abc, T-acd) compares T - ab with T-acd( T-ab n T-acd = T-a) and recursively 

calls procedure seuch-upv-ab, T-ad). The procedure search-u p(T-ab, T-acd) 

compares T'-a with T - acd( T - a n T-acd = T-a). Therefore, T-a is added into G (G = 

( T-object, T-a}). For T-ac, the procedure search-up(T - abc, T-acd) compares T-ac 

with T-acd(T-ac n T-acd = T-ac) and adds T-ac into G (G = { T-object, T-a, 

T-ac}). Second, the procedure search-up compares T - acd with T-ad (T-acd n 

T-ad = Tad)  (That is the second if-statement case in the search-up procedure). 

Therefore, T-ad is added into G (G = ( T-object, T-a, T-ac, T-ad}). 

(3) The procedure insert-up calls procedure refme-down(T-a, T-acd), tefine- 

domi(T-ac, T-acd) and refme-down(T-ad, T-acd). In procedure refme-down(T-a, 

T-acd), T-a has three immediate subtypes T-ab, T-ac and T-ad, therefore, the 

procedure refine-down(T-a, T-acd) compares T-acd with T-ab, T-ac and T-ad. 

First, the procedure refme-down(T-a, T-acd) compares T-acd with T a b (  T-acd n 

T-ab = T-a) (That is the third if-statement case in the refine-down procedure). So, it 

recursively calls procedure renne-down(T-ab, T-acd). The procedure refme- 

down(T-ab, T-acd) compares T-acd with T-abc which is the immediate subtype of 

T-ab. Since T-acd n T - abc = T-ac, which is the hird if-statement case in the 

renne-down procedure, the procedure reflne-down(T-ab, T-acd) recursively calls 



procedure refine-àown(T'abc, T-acd). The procedure reîïne-down(T-abc, T-acd) 

compares T-acd with T-abcd which is the immediate subtype of T-abc. Since T-acd 

n T-abcd = T-acd, which is the second if-statemeat case in the refîiîie-down 

procedure, the procedure refile-down(T-abc, T-acd) ad& T-acd as an essential 

supertype of T-abcd. Second, the procedure refme-down(T-a, T-acd) compares 

T - acd with T-ac ( T-acd n T-ac = T-ac) (That is the h t  if-statement case in the 

refme-down procedure), therefore, it adds T-ac into G and drops T-a nom G 

(G={T-object, T-ac}). Furthemore, the procedure refme-dowu(T-a, T-acd) 

recursively calls procedure refme-dowii(T-ac, T-acd). The procedure refme- 

down(T-ac, T-acd) adds T-acd into Pe(T-abcd). Third, the procedure refme- 

down(T-a, T-acd) compares T-acd with T-ad ( T-acd n T-ad = T-ad) (niat is the 

first if-statement case in the refincdown procedure), therefore, it adds T-ad into G 

and drops T-a fiom G (G={T-object, T-ac, T-ad}). Furthemore, the procedure 

refine-dowa(T-a, T-acd) recu~sively calls procedure refme-down(T-ad, T-acd). 

The procedure refine-down(T-ad, T-acd) adds T-acd into Pe(T-abcd). The 

procedure insert-u p calls procedure refme-dowii(T-ac, T-acd) and refme- 

down(T_ad, T-acd). After complethg step 3, the value of G is ( T-object, T-ac, 

T-ad} . 

(4) The procedure sets Pe(T-abc) = {T-abject, T-a, T-ac, T-ad) and Pe(T-abcd) = 

{T-object, T-a, T-abc, T-acd). Therefore, T-acd is inserted into the type lattice at 

the location shown in Figure 4.1 0 (b). 



Example 4.4. Figure 4.1 1 is a part of the type lattice in the example objectbase given in 

Chapter 3. The vutual type T-taxableperson is created fkom base type T-employee by 

dropping a behavior B salary. This classifies T taxableperson as a TV- type. Now, the 

algorithm inserts the -al type T-taxableperson into the type lattice usuig the procedure 

insert-up(ts, tv). First, we translate Figure 4.1 1 into Figure 4.12 (a) so that the description 

can be more easily presented. Here, a = B-age, b = B-name, c = B-GPA, d = 

B-taxbracket, e = B-sdary, f = B-business, tv = T-abd, ts = T-abde. Ne(ts)=(a,b,d,e}, 

Pe(ts)=(T-object,T-ab). Figure 4.12 (b) shows the Iocation where T - abd is integrated 

into the lattice. The steps taken by the algorithm are as foilows. 

(1) First, the initialization step of procedure insert-up(T-abde, T-abd) sets Ne(T-abd) 

=(a, b, d)  and Pe(T-abde) = (Tobject,T-ab, T-abd). 

(2)  After initiaiizing G = (T-object), the procedure calls search-up(T-abde, T-abd) to 

find the supertypes of T-abd. T-abde has two immediate supertypes T-ab, T-bd. 

First, the procedure search-u p(T-abde, T-abd) compares T-abd with T-ab (T-ab n 

T-abd = T-ab) (That is the second if-statement case in the search-up procedure). 

Therefore, T-ab is added into G. Second, the procedure search-up(T-abde, T-abd) 

compares T-abd with T-bd (T-bd n T-abd = T-bd). Then T-bd is added into G. 

After procedure search-ap is finished, the value of G wil1 be (T-object, T-ab, 

T-bd) . 

(3) The procedure then calls refine-down(T - ab, T-abd) and refuie-down(T - bd, T-abd). 

For refme-down(T-ab, T-abd), T-ab has two immediate subtypes T-abc and 

T-abde, then the procedure refmcdown(T-ab, T-abd) compares T-abd with T-abc 

and T-abde. The procedure refme-down(T-ab, T-abd) compares T-abd with T-abc( 



T-abd n T-abc = T-ab) (That is the third if-statement case in the reliocdown 

procedure) and recursively cafls procedure refue-dowm(T-abc, T-abd). The 

procedure refme-down(T - abc, T-abd) adds T-abd into Pe(T-abcde). The procedure 

refme-down(T-ab, T-abd) compares T-abd with T-abde ( T-abd n T-abde = 

T-abd) (that is the second if-statement case in the refiine-down procedure) and adds 

T-abd into Pe(T-abde). Similarl y, the procedure refme-down(T-bd, T-abd) adds 

T-abd as an essential supertype to T-abde and T-adef. Mer completing step 3, the 

procedure gets G = { T-object, T-ab, T-bd). 

(4) The procedure sets Pe(T-abd) = (T-object, T-ab, T-bd}. The algorithm returns 

Pe(T_abd) = (T-object, T - ab, T-bd) and Ne(T-abd) = (a, b, d}. According to the 

axiomatic mode1 introduced in Section 3.3, T-abd is integrated into the lattice at the 

location shown in Figure 4.12(b). 

Figure 4.13 shows the lattice with virtual type T-taxableperson inserted. 



T-obj ect 

Tqerson T_taxsource 

TT_teachingassistantteachingassistant T-self-emplo yed 

Figure 4.1 1 A simple example objectbase lattice 



(a) Before insert 
(b) after insert 

Figure 4.12 Type T-ubd is derived fkom type -&de 



1 T-objqct 1 

T-taxsource 

I 
T-student T-employee "-.. T entrepreneur 

1 

T-teachingassistant T-self-emplo yed 

Figure 4.13 Virtual type T-taxableperson is inserted into the lattice. 



4.3.3 The virtual type adds additional behaviors to the 
source type 

We cm define a vimial type TV+ which has more specialized behaviors than a given 

source type ts by adding some behaviors to the source type. The vimia.1 type TV+ 

becomes a subtype of ts and thus is placed below ts in the type lattice. 

The aigorithm insert-down(ts, tv) shown in Figure 4.14 inserts type TV+ into the type 

lattice. insert-down(ts, tv) makes use of two procedures, search-down and refine-up 

show in Figure lS(a) and Figure 15(b), respectively. 

The procedure insert-down(ts,hr) in Figure 4.14 has four main steps. In this procedure, 

we use set Q to contain the immediate subtypes of the virtual type tv, set G to contain the 

imrnediate supertypes of tv, and set K to contain tv's supertypes. The fint step uiitializes 

the essential properties of the virtual type tv to the essential properties of the source type 

ts and adds the added behaviors {+). ts is then added as an essential supertype of tv. The 

second step initializes set Q to the empty set, initializes set G to the root type and 

initializes set K to al1 supertypes of ts. T'en procedure search-dom is called to tind tv's 

immediate subtypes and al1 supertypes of tv. The third step cails refine-up to fbd the 

imrnediate supertypes of tv. The result of steps two and three is that al1 appropriate 

supertypes and subtypes of tv are identiiïed. The final step adds tv as an essential 

supertype into al1 immediate subtypes of tv. 



The search-down(ti, tt) procedure compares tz with al1 subtypes of ti to h d  tz's 

immediate subtypes (the set Q). The detailed steps are as follows. 

The procedure performs the following operations on each immediate subtype of tI- 

(1) The first if-statement checks if T - nuil is the immediate subtype of tl. Lfthis is 

the case, then the algorithm ignores t and supertypes of t. 

(2) The second if-statement checks whether tz is supertype of t, i.e. t is an immediate 

subtype of b). If this is the case, then t is added into t2's immediate subtype set Q. 

(3) The third if-statement checks if the interface of t is included in the interface of tz. Lf 

this is the case, then t is the supertype of tt and t's supertypes are added into the set 

K. The procedure recursively calls procedure search-down(t, tz) to go to lower levels 

to find subtypes of tz- 

(4) The last if-statement checks if there is a type s that is the common supertype of t and 

t2. If this is the case, then the procedure recursively calls procedure search-down(t, t2) 

to go to lower levels to find tz's subtypes. 

(1) The refine-up(ti, h) procedure h d s  the immediate supertypes of tz, and some 

additional types that are subtypes of tz. The procedure compares a with ai i  immediate 

supertypes of tr, denoted y. The detailed steps are as follows: 

(2) The first ir-statement checks if y is in the set K. Ifthis is the case, then this branch has 

already been processed in the procedure search-down(ts, tv). Therefore, the 

algorithm ignores this branch. 



(3) The second if-statement checks if t2 is a supertype of y. Wso, then the algorithm adds 

y h o  t2's immediate subtype set Q and drops ti fkom set Q. The procedure recursively 

caUs procedure refme-ap(y, tz) to go to higher levels to £kd tz's immediate 

supertypes. 

(4) The third if-statement checks if y is a supertype of t2. If this is the case, then the 

procedure adds y into G. 

(5) The last if-statement checks if there is a type s that is the common supertype of y and 

tz, where s is not y and h. If this is the case, the procedure recursively calls procedure 

refrne-up(y, tt) to go to higher levels to fhd tz's immediate supertypes. 

procedure insert-down(ts, tv) 

begin 

Ne(tv) = Ne(&) v {+) ; 
Pe(tv) = Pe(ts) u (ts) ; 

V X ( X E  Q) do 
begin 

cal1 refine-up(x, tv); 
endall 

Pe(tv) = Pe(tv) u G; 
V t ( t ~ Q ) d o  

begin 
Pe(t) = Pe(t) v {tv) ; 

endaU 
endprocedure 

Figure 4.14 The insert-down algorithm 



procedure sesirch-down(tr, tz) 

begin 
Vt ( t l t i ~ P ( t ) }  do 

begîn 
1) if t=T-nui1 

then exit; 
2) if t n t z= tz  

&en ( Q = W  {t); 
continue; ) 

3) if t n t z = t  
then (K=KuPL(t); 
cal1 search-down(t, tz); 

continue; } 
4) if t n t z = s  

then cal1 search-down(t, tz); 
endall 
endprocedure 

(a) procedure search-down 

procedure refme-up( ti, tz) 

begin 
VY{ Y E P(t0 1 do 

begin 
1) if ~ E K  

then continue 
2) if yntz=tz  

then ( Q = Qu{y) - (ti}; 
c d  rehe-u&y, tz); 
continue; } 

3 if y n t z = y  
then ( G = G u  {y); 

continue; ) 
4) if y n h = s ~ { s # y ~ s # t ~ }  

then cal1 refine-up(y, tz); 
endall 

endprocedure 

(b) procedure fine-up 

Figure 4.15 The insert-down algorithm's two procedure 

Example 4.5. In Figure 4.16 (a), the virtud type T-abcd is created fkom the base type 

T-abc by adding behavior d. This classifies T-abcd as a TV+. The procedure insert-down 

is therefore applied to insert TV+ into the type Iattice. Figure 4.16 @) shows the location 

where T - abcd is integrated into the lattice. Here, tv = T-abcd, ts = T-abc. Ne(ts) = 

{a,b,c}, Pe(ts) = (T-object, T-ab). The steps taken by the algorithm are as follows. 

(1) First, the initiakation step of procedure insert-down(T-abc, T-abcd) sets 

Ne(T - abcd) = (a, b, c, d} and Pe(T-abcd) = (T-object, T-ab, T-abc}. 

(2) After initializing Q = { 0 ), G = {T-object) and K = PUT-abc) = (T-ab}, the 

procedure calls search-down(T-abc, T-abcd). Since T-abc only has one immediate 



subtype, namely T - null, the search-down(T-abc, T-&cd) procedure rehuns without 

addùig any types to Q. Thus Q is still empty. 

(3) Because Q = ( 0 }, the third and fourth steps are not be executed The procedure 

retums Pe(T-abcd) = {T-object, T-ab, T-abc}. Therefore, T-abcd is inserted into the 

type lattice. 

(a) before insertion @) after insertion 

Figure 4.16 type T-abcd is derived fkom type T-abc 

fiample 4.6. In Figure 4.17, the virtual type T-abcde is derived corn the base type 

T - abc by adding the behavioa d and e. This classifies T-abcde as a TV+ type. Therefore, 

the procedure insert-down is applied to insert TV+ into type lattice. Here , tv = T-abcde, 

ts = T-abc, Ne@) = (a,b,c} , Pe(ts) = {T-object, T-ac } . The steps taken by the algorithm 

are as follows. 



(1) First, the initialization step of procedure hsert-down(T-abc, T-abcde) sets 

Ne(T - abcde) = {a, b, c, d, e) and Pe(T-abcde) = {T-object, T-ac, T-abc}. 

(2) M e r  initializing set Q = { 0 }, G = {T-object} and K = PL(T - abc) = {T - ac}, the 

procedure calls search-down(T-abc, T-abcde). T-abc only has one immediate 

subtype T - abcd. The procedure search-down(T-abc, T-abcde) compares T-abcd 

with T-abcde (T-&cd n T-&cde = T-abcd), then it adds PL(T-abcd) into K. The 

procedure recursively calls procedwe search-down(T-abcd, T-abcde). T-abcd only 

has one immediate subtype T-abcdef. The procedure search-down(T-abcd, T-abcde) 

compares T - abcdef with T-abcde (Labcdef n T-abcde = T-abcde) and T-abcdef is 

added into Q: Q={T-abcdef). 

(3) The procedure cails refme-up(T-abcdef, T-abcde). T-abcdef has two immediate 

supertypes, T - abcd and T-adef First, the procedure refme-up(T-abcdef. T-abcde) 

compares T-abcd with T-abcde (T-abcd n T-abcde = T-abcd), then, T-abcd is 

added into G and G=(T-abcd). Second, the procedure compares T - adef with 

T-abcde. Since T-adef n T-abcde = T-ab, the procedure refie-up(T-abcdef, 

T-abcde) recursively cails refme-up(T-adef, T-abcde). As resuIt, T-ade is added 

into G and G ={T - abcd, T-ade). Finally, G = (T-abcci, T-ade) and Q = {T-abcdef). 

Pe(T-abcde) = G = (T-abcd, T-de) . 

(4) The procedure adds T-abcde into Pe(T-abcdef). Pe(T-abcdef) = {T-object, T-ac, 

T-abcd, T - adef, T-ad) . Therefore, T-abcde is inserted into the type lattice as shown 

in Figure 4.1 7(b)-. 



abcdef 7 
(a) before insertion (b) after insertion 

Figure 4.17 The type T-abcde is denved fiom type T-abc. 

In this example, we use refme-up(T-abcdef, T-abcde) to find the supertype of Wtual 

type T - abcde. Because T-abcdef is an imrnediate subtype of T-abcde, the supertype of 

T-abcde must be in the super type lattice of T-abcdef. So, the use of refine-up(T-abcdef, 

T-abcde) is justifiable. According to the immediate supertype definition given in chapter 

3, we know T-abcde 5 T-ade, and there exists no type x E r - { T-abcde, T-de ) such 

that T-abcde dx and x 5 T-ade, so, T-ade is a immediate supertype of T-abcde. On the 



other hand, if we remove the vimial type T-abcde, the supertype set of T-abcde, 

(T-abcd , T - ade), will be promoted to be the essential suptertype of the T-abcdef. 

Actually, the type T-abcd and T-ade are essential supertypes of T-abcdef. Therefore, if 

we remove the virtual type T-abcde fiom the type lattice, the type lattice will r e m  to its 

original state. So, the link between T-abcde and T - ade is valid. 

Example 4.7 Figure 4- 18 (a) is a part of the type lattice in the example objectbase gîven 

in chapter 3. î h e  viaual type T-affiliateProfessor is created by adding a behavior 

B-afiliation to base type Tqrofessor. The aïgorithm inserts the virtual type 

TaffiliateProfessor into the type lattice ushg the procedure insert-down(ts,tv). Here, 

= T-afflliateProfessor, ts = Tqrofessor. Ne(Tqrofessor)={B-name, Bbirthdate, B-age, 

B - emplo yeeNurn, B - salary, B-taxBracket, B-title} , Pe(Tqro fessor) = (T-object, 

Tqerson, T-employee}. The steps taken by the algorithm are as follows: 

(1) First, the initialization step of the procedure insert-down(Tqrofessor, T-afflliate- 

Professor) sets Ne(T-affiliateProfessor) = (B-name, B-birthdate, B-age, 

B - employeeNum, B-salary, B-taxBracket, u t l e  , B-affiliation }, Pe(T_aniliate- 

Professor) =( T-object, Tqerson, T-employee Tqrofessor ). 

(2) M e r  initializing set Q = { 0 ), G = {T-object)and K = P U T  professor) = ( 

T-employee 1, the procedure calls search-down(Tqrofessor, T-affiliateProfessor). 

Tqrofessor only has one immediate subtype T-nuii, so, the procedure does nothing. 

The value of Q is therefore empty (Q=( 0)). 



(3) Since Q=(0), the third and fourth steps of the procedure are not executed. The 

procedure retums Pe(T_afnliateProfessor)=(T-object, Tqerson, T-ernployee 

Tgrofessor ).Therefore, T-aailiateProfessor is inserted hto the lattice as shown in 

Figure 4.1 8(b). 

T j r o  fessor + 
(a) before insertion 

Tqro fessor cl 

(b) afler insertion 

Figure 4.18 V h a l  type T-affiliateProfessor is denved from type Tqrofessor 



4.3.4 The virtual type both adds and drops some behaviors of the 
source type 

In Figure 4.5, the vimial type TV+- is derived by adding some additional behaviors to ts 

and dropping some behaviors fiom ts. Thus, TV+- is neither the supertype nor the subtype 

of the source type. However, type TV+- and ts have the common supertype TV- and the 

common subtype TV+. 

The algorithm insert-up-down(ts, tv) shown in Figure 4.19 inserts a type TV+- into the 

type lattice. nie insert-up-down(ts, tv) makes use of the four procedures, search-up, 

refine-down, search-down and refme-up that were introduced in Section 4.3.2 and 

Section 4.3.3. In insert-updown, we use the set Q to contain the immediate subtypes of 

the virtuai type, tv. We also use the set G to contain the immediate supertypes of tv, and 

use the set K to contain tv's supertypes. The steps taken by the algorithm are now 

described. 

The first step initiaiizes the essential properties of the virtual type h~ to the essential 

properties of the source type ts, adds the added behaviors {+) and removes the dropped 

behavion ( - 1 .  The second step initializes set G to the root type and cails the procedure 

search-up(ts, tv). The procedure search-up(ts, tv) compares t~ with ail suppertypes of ts, 

to h d  tv's supertypes, the set G. The third step cails the procedure refine-down(ts, tv) to 

find the ùnmediate subtypes of tv, and some additional types that are supertypes of tv, 

but are not immediate supertypes. The result of steps two and three is that some 

appropriate supertypes and subtypes of tv are identified. Step 4 calls procedure search- 

down to find tv's imrnediate subtypes and some supertypes of tv. Step 5 calls refme-up 



to find the immediate supertypes o f  tv. The nnal step adds the immediate supextypes of tv 

found in Step 4 and Step 5 as essential supertypes o f  tv and adds tv as an essentiai 

supertypes of the immediate subtypes of  tv that are found in Step 4 and Step 5. 

procedure insert-up-down(ts, tv) 

begin 

G = {T-object) ; 
caii search-up(ts, tv); 

Vx { x  E G - {Tobject)) do 
begin 
cal1 rehe-down(x, tv); 
endall 

Peftv) = G; 
Q = W k  
G = {T-object); 
K = PL@) ; 
cal1 search-down(ts, tv); 

Vx ( X E  Q) do 
begin 

cal1 refine-up(x, tv); 
endail 

Pe(tv) = Pe(tv) u G; 

Vt { t ~ Q ) d o  
begin 

Pe(t) = Pe(t) 
endail 

endprocedure 

Figure 4.19 The procedure insert-up-dom 



h p l e  4.8. In this example, the virtual type T-abef is derived from base type T-abcd 

by adding behaviors (e, f) and dropping behaviors (c, d). This classifies T-abdf as type 

TV+-. The procedure insert-up-dowii is applied to insert T-abef into the type lattice. 

Here, t~ = T-abef and ts = abcd. The essentiai properties are dehed as Ne(&) = {a,b,c,d) 

and the essential supertypes are defined as Pe(ts) = {T-object, T-a, T-ab). The steps 

taken by the aigorithm are as folIows: 

(1) First, the initialization step of the procedure insert-updown sets Ne(T-abef) = {a, 

b, e, f). 

(2) M e r  initiaking G = {T-object) , the procedure cails search-up(T-abcd, T-abef) 

and get G = {T-object, T-a, T-ab). 

(3) The procedure calls refine-down(T-a, T-abef) and refine-down(T-ab, T-abef) 

separately. This step drops types T-a and T-ab fiom G, adds types T-abe and T-aef 

into G, and adds types T-abef into the essential supertypes of type T-abdef. 

(4) The procedure adds T-abe and T-aef as essential supertypes of T-abet The 

procedure initiatizes Q = { 0 }, G = {T_object}and K = PL(T-abcd) = {T-ab, T-ac, 

T-ad), then the procedure calls search-down(T-abcd, T-abef). M e r  processed this 

step, the procedure gets Q = { abcdef). 

(5) The procedure calls refme-up(T-abcdef, T-abef) which adds T-abef as an essential 

supertype of T-abdef and gets G = (T-abe, T-aef). 

(6) The procedure then adds T-abe and T-aef into essential supertypes of type T-abef. 

T-abef is added as an essential supertype of T-abcdef. Mer executïng step 6, the 

vimial type T-abef is integrated into the type lattice as shown in Figure 4.20. 



(a) before insertion @) after insertion 

Figure 4.20. The type T-abef is derived fiom type T-abcd 

As can be seen fiom Figure 4.20, a more complex object schema than the simple example 

objectbase of chapter 3 can produce behavior adds and drops that require extensive 

integration steps. 



4.4 Comparison with the MultiView classification algorithm 

In MultiView CKR96, Run941, a virtual class is derived using an object-oriented query 

formed £iom the operators of their object algebra. Vimial classes are integrated with base 

classes into a single unified global schema A class integration algorithm Fun941 is 

presented. This algorithm is based on type lattice classification, the essence of which is 

the creation of many intexmediate classes that restructure the schema The addition of 

intermediate classes ensures that a unique, complete, and semanticalïy-correct global 

schema can be calculated for any con£ïguration of base and virtual classes. However, as 

the size of the schema grows, more intermediate classes are created and the schema 

becomes more complex. In the worst case, each combination of property values could 

correspond to another class, and the global schema could grow exponentidy in size with 

the addition of many new views. Most of the intermediate classes are not semanticaliy 

meaningful for users. 

Our algonthm is different fiom MultiView's in two respects. 

(1) MultiView's class5cation algorithm is intrusive. The algorithm is based on the 

closure of the type lattice. To maintain the schema closure, many intermediate classes 

are introduced when a class integrates into a schema The intruding of intermediate 

classes damages the schema's transparency and makes the schema more complex and 

therefore very difficult to understand by users. Our algorithm is non-intrusive because 



when a virtual type is inserted into the type lattice, no additional intermediate type 

tieed be created, 

(2) In MultiView's classification algorithm, if an integrated class is subsequently deleted, 

then the schema will not retum to its state pnor to integration, Furthemore, the 

nurnerous intermediate classes created during the integration will remain in the Iattice. 

Thus, the algorithm is non-transparent. Our integration algorithm is based on the 

TIGUKAT axiomatic mode1 of dynamic schema evolution pTOS97]. The effect of a 

virtual type inserted into type lattice is reflected by the two sets: essential supertypes 

and essential properties. If we delete the virtual type uiserted by the type integration 

algorithm, the type lattice can be automatically retumed to its original state before the 

vVtual type was inserted. In this sense, our type integration algorithm is transparent. 

In the following examples, we compare the two algonthms using some of the examples 

described in this chapter. 

Emmple 4.9. In Figure 4.21, we give an example of the application of the two 

algonthms. The virtual type T-acd is denved by removing behavior b nom type T-abcd. 

In Figure 4.21 (a), our integration aigorithm inserts T-acd as the essential supertype of 

T-abcd. In Figure 4.21 @), the MultiView classification algorithm inserts T-acd and two 

intermediate type T-a and T-ac. 



T-O bj ect 7 

(a) Our integration algorithm (b) MultiView classification algorithm 

Figure 4.2 1 Type T-acd is derived fkom type T-abcd 

In Figure 4.2 l(a), if we remove the virtual type T-acd f?om the type lattice, then T-acd is 

removed fiom the essential supertypes set of T-abcd. The type lattice returns to original 

state before the v h a l  type T-acd was inserted as shown in Figure 4.9(a). Ewe remove 

the vimial type T-acd fkom Figure 4.2 1 @), then the two intermediate types T-a and T-ac 

will stay in the type lattice. The intermediate types T-a and T-ac may not be semantically 

useful. Leaving them in the type lattice damages the type lattice transparency. 

Example 4.10. In Figure 4.22, the vVhiai type T-abd is denved fkom the base type 

T-abcde. In Figure 4.22 (a), the integration algorithm inserts T-abd as an essential 

supertype of T-abde, T-abdf, and T-abcde. In Figure 4.22@), the MuItiView 



classincation algorithm inserts virtual type T-abd and intemediate type T-b hto type 

(a) Our integration algorithm 

abc abde . abf 
6 

I 

abcde t~ abdf 

1 T-nul1 1 
(b) MultiView classification algorithm 

Figure 4.22 Type T-abd is derived fkom type T-abcde 

In Figure 4.22(a), if  we remove the virtual type T-abd £îom the type lattice, then T-abd 

is removed fiom the essential supertype sets of T-abde, T-abdf and T-abcde. The type 

lattice is then retumed to its original state before the vimial type T-abd was inserted as 

shown in Figure 4.23 (a). If we remove the virtual type T-acd £tom Figure 4.22(b), the 

intemediate type T-b wiIl stay in the type lattice as shown in Figure 4.23(b). From this 



example, we can say our integration algorithm is better than MultiView is classification 

algorithm. 

abc abde abf 
a 

abcde ts abdf - A 

(a) Our integration algontbm (b) MultiView's classification algorithm 

Figure 4.23 Type T-abd is remove fkom type lanice. 

Example 4.11. In Figure 4.24, the virtuai type T-abef is derived fiom the base type 

T-abcd. In Figure 4.24 (a), our integration algorithm inserts T-abef as an essentiai 

supertype of T-abdef and T-abcde f. In Figure 4.24 @), the MdtiView classification 

algorithm also inserts the intermediate types T-ae and T-abd . 



(a) Our integration aigorithm (b) MultiView's classification algorithm 

Figure 4.24. The type T-abef is denved fiom type T-abcd 

In Figure 4.24(a), if we remove the virtual type T-abef nom the type lattice, then T-abef 

is removed fiom the essentiai supertype set of T-abcdef. The type lattice returns to its 

original state before the vimial type T-abd was inserted as shown in Figure 4.25 (a). If we 

remove the virtual type T-abef fkom Figure 4.24@), the intermediate types T-ae and 

T-abd will stay in the type lattice as shown in Figure 4.25(b). 



(a) Our integration algorithm (b) MultiView's class iification algorithm 

Figure 4.25. The type T-abef is derived from type T-abcd 

From these examples, we see that our algorithm is better than the MultiView aigorithm in 

two aspects. First, our algorithm is non-intnisive. When a virtual type is inserted into the 

type lanice, no additional intemediate types need to be created. Second, if we later delete 

a virtual type inserted by the type integration algorithm, the type lattice can be 

automatically returned to its original status before the virtual type was inserted. Io this 

sense, our type integration algorithm is alço transparent. 



4.5 TDL Extension 

As discussed previously, virtual types are generated by the application TDL based on 

source types. The extent of virtual type is detennined by the query statement. 

Furthemore, virtual types can be refined to augment the storage capabilities of base types 

by adding additional behaviors- In this section, we extend TDL to permit the definition of 

virtual type. 

The syntax of the TIGUKAT query language is based on the SQL select-fiom-where 

structure, while the formal semantics are defined in terms of the object calculus, which 

rnakes the semantics of the language weii defined and the use of formal methods to check 

the safety of user defined queries and to perform the required algebraic transformations 

on them. Queries operate on collections, and they always retum a collection as a result. 

TQL, the formai object caiculus and object algebra do not support capacity-augmenting 

v*al type generation. Since the capacity-augmenting capability is very important for 

vimial types when we denve v h a l  types via the object-oriented query language, we 

must add capability for capacity-augmentation. In the following, we extend TQL to 

permit the dennition of capacity-augmenting virtual types. 

The syntax of a TDL statement to do vuhial type definition is: 



~vimiai type declaration> ::= create Wtpal type < new reference > 

with extent < TQL query statement > 

[ refme Cbehavior specification>] 

The creote virtual type clause declares a reference to a new v h a l  type. The with extent 

clause contains a TQL query statement. The query statement gets a collection as query 

result. The collection is the extent of the new virtual type. The refine clause adds some 

behavion to the new virtual type. 

Currently, the TIGUKAT algebra does not support a rehe operator- This is hiture work 

under development. To add such an operator, we need to prove equivaience with the 

TIGUKAT calculus and to provide a calculus to algebra translation algorithm with this 

new operator. This is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The following examples illustrate the creation of virtual types in the campus information 

system which was defined in Section 3.5. 

Example 4.12. In example 4.4, a virtual type T-taxableperson was to be created. To do 

this, we could use the foiIowing virtual type creation command. 

create virtual type T-taxableperson 

with extent select O [B-age, B-name, B-taxbracket] 

îÏom p in C-employee 



Example 4.13. In example 4.7, the virtual type T-affiliateProfessor was to be created by 

adding a behavior B-afnliation to the base type Tqrofwsor. This could be accomplished 

as follows: 

create virtual type T-a€£ïliateProfessor 

with extent select O 

f?om O in C-Pro fessor 

refine B-affiliation 



Chapter 5 

Views In TIGUKAT 

One of the main motivations for developing an object-oriented view mechanism is that 

view can custornize the structural as well as bzhavioral aspects of interfaces to OODBs 

to meet the needs of specific applications or users. Some proposals for views on OODBs 

define a view to be a v h a l  type (class) derived by an object-oriented query. A vimial 

type (class) can restructure the database and modify the behavior and structure of object, 

but one virtual type (class) can not provide flexible interface for user to view a so 

complex object-oriented database. We define object-oriented views as a user-selected 

subschema of the global schema A view can be as simple as one vïrtual type 

accompanied by its extent to arbitrarily complex view schema This provides a way to 

define flexible interfaces for users to view the global schema. Following the uniform 

semantics of the TIGUKAT object model, views are modeled as type and behavior 

extensions to the base object model. Thus, a new type, T - view, is added to the system. 

The instance of T-view type represents views, i-e., view schema. 



In the TIGUKAT object model, ali information, including thek related semantics, are 

unifomly represented by objects. Figure 5.1 shows the uniform semantics of our view 

mechanism in the TIGUKAT object model. VytLlal types are generated by the application 

/ \ membership 

i( 

query execution 
\ 

L 

Q U ~ W  Collection 

Figure 5.1 The uniform semantics o f  view mechanism. 



of TQL queries. in TIGUKAT, queries are themselves objects. A query statement 

generates a collection as a result. Collections have an extent that is the set of objects 

retumed by the query. They aiso have a membership type. The membership type is the 

virtual type (a type object) that is integrated into the type lattice. 

5.1 Global schema and View schema 

In TIGUKAT, there are different kinds of objecîs modeled by TIGUKAT, some of which 

are classified as schema objects. Al1 objects managed by TIGUKAT can be placed into 

one of the categories: type, class, behavior, fûnction, collection or other. These 

characterizations are used to define the "schema" of the mode1 and the changes that affect 

the schema. First, the definition of what constitutes a schema object is provided This is 

followed by the dennition of a "schema" [OPSILM95, Peters941. 

Definition 1 Schema Object: The following classifkations of schema objects are 

primitive to the modei: 

TSO denotes the collection of type schema objects which consist of classes 

C-Wtualtype and C-type. 

For dl types (virtual types and base types ) t E TSO , the extended union over the 

behavior application t.B-interface, that is: 

U t  .B-int erface 



forms the collection of behavior schema objects denoted BSO. Only those 

behaviors defined in the interface of some type are considered to be behavior 

schema objects. Note that BSO ç C-behavior. 

For al1 behaviors b E BSO and for aU types t E TSO, the extended union over the 

behavior application b.B-hplementation(t), that is: 

forrns the collection of funcrion schema objects denoted FSO. OnIy those 

fiuictions defiued as the irnplementation of some behavior for some types are 

considered to be function schema objects. Note that FSO ç C-function. 

The class C-collection foms the collection of collection schema objects denoted 

LSO. 

The class C-class fonns the collection of class schema objects denoted CSO. 

Note that CS0 c LSO. 

Definition 2 Schema: The schema of a TIGUKAT objectbase is equivalent to the union 

of al1 schema object collections. That is: 

schema = TSO u BSO u FSO u LSO u C S 0  

Note that CS0 is included for completeness. It is really unnecessary since CS0 is a subset 

of LSO. To distinguish thern nom view schema, we cal1 objectbase schema, "global 

schema". 



In the global schema, the type schema objects TSO include both base types and vimial 

types. Every tirne, we use TQL to generate a vimial type, this virhial type will integrate 

into TSO and the collection associated with the vütuai type (called the content of the 

vimial type) will integrate into LSO. Furthemore, our view mechanism supports 

capacity-augmentation so the behaviors that we add to the view schema also integrate into 

BSO. 

Following the global schema definition, we give the view scherna dennition. 

Definition 3. viao schema: a view schema (VS) is a subschema of the global schema- It 

is equivalent to the union of following schema objects: 

The collection L-vtype forms the collection of view type schema objects denoted 

TVSO, the extent of L - vtype are those base types and virtual types selected from 

TSO by the user, TVSO c TSO 

For al1 types t E TVSO, the extended union over the behavior application 

t .Binterface, that is 

u t-Bjnterface 

forms the collection of view behavior schema objects denoted BVSO. Note that 

BVSO ç BSO C-behavior. 



For al1 behaviors b E BVSO and for al1 types t E TVSO, the extended union over 

the behavior application b.B-impIementation(t), that is: 

u b Bjmplementation(t) 

forms the collection of view function schema objects denoted FVSO. Note that 

FVSO E FSO c C-hction. 

For al1 types (virtual types and base types) t ETVSO, the collection of t-Bcontents 

foms the collection of view coiIection schema objects denoted LVSO. Note that 

LVSO c LSO. 

For al1 base types of TVSO, t, the collection of t.Bcontents forms the collection of 

view claçs schema objects denoted CVSO. 

The view schema is then: 

VS = TVSO u BVSO u FVSO u LVSO w CVSO 

here, VS is a unique view identifier. 

Usually, view schema are simply called views. A view schema includes not only the 

structural information of an objectbase, but also the behavioral infoxmation. Therefore, it 

looks like a virtual objectbase. 

The TIGUKAT object mode1 supports the separation of type and extent, but automatically 

maintains the extent of a type through its correspondhg class. Collections are introduced 

to aIlow for general, heterogeneous user-defined groupings of objects. In this way, classes 



are maintained by the system to generate the entire extent of a single type, and there is 

also the added flexiïility of userdefined coUections for customized, application-specific 

groupings of objects. 

Views in TIGUECAT have both an intentional and extensional aspect. The intention of 

view consists of the structurai organization and implementation of view. The extension 

o f  a view denotes the collection of objects adhering to the intentional stnichire of the 

view. Thus, W S O ,  BVSO and NSO compose the intention of a view while LVSO and 

CVSO compose the extension of view. This is figure illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

intention of view extension of view 

Figure 5.2. View schema illustration. 



5.2 Modeiing view in TIGUKAT 

The TIGUKAT object model is deflzied behavioraily with a uniform object sernantics. 

The wiifarrnity of the model, which treats aii system entities as first-class objects with 

well-dehed behaviors is the basis of TIGUKAT's extensibility. Foilowing the uniform 

semantics of the object model, views are modeled as type and behavior extensions to the 

base object model. Thus, a new type, T-view, is added to the system. An instance of the 

T-view type represent a view, (i-e., a view schema. In the primitive type system, the type 

T-view is dehed as a subtype of T-object as illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3. Type T - view extends the primitive type system 

The behaviors dehed on T-view are as follows: 

openView B-open Viau: T-view 

Example: B-open View(o) 

Symbol 

mens an existing view. 



Example: B_create k ( o )  

Symbol 

Creates a new view schema 

deleteview B-delete V i w  T-view 

Examp le: B-delete yiew(o) 

Symbol 

Deletes a view schema 

cardinality B_cardinaiïty: T-naturai 

Examp le: O Bcardinality 

Symbol 

Retums the number of base types and virtual types in the view. 

AddType B-addï'ype: T-type + T-view 

Example:oJ-addType@ 

Adds the type argument p as a type schema object of o. The operation 

is rejected if the type is akeady defined in o. 

addBehavior B-addBehavior: T-behavior -, T - view 

Examp1e:o.B-addBehavior(p, q) 

Adds the behavior argument p as a behavior schema object of o. The 

operation is rejected if the behavior is already in o. 



Examp le:oI3-adciFunction(p, q) 

Adds the function argument p as a function schema object of o. The 

operation is rejected if the fùnction is already in o. 

addClass BBaddCZss: T-cIass + T-vïew 

Examp1e:o.B-addClass@, q) 

Adds the class argument p as a cIass schema object of o. The operaiion 

is rejected if the class is already in o. 

AddCollections B - addlollectiun: T-collection -, T-view 

Example:o~B~addCollection@, q) 

Adds the collection argumentp as a collection schema object of o. The 

operation is rejected if the collection is already in o. 

dropType B-ciropType: T-type + T-view 

Examp1e:o.B-dropType@, q) 

Deletes the type argumentp fiom type schema object of o. The 

operation is rejected if the type is not already in o. 

dropBehavior B-dropBehavior: T-behavior + T-view 

Examp1e:o.B-dropBehavior@, q) 

Deletes the behavior argument p nom the behavior schema object o. 

The operation is rejected if the behavior is not already in the O or the 

behavior is associated with a type in the TVSO . 

dropFunction B-dropFunction T-fùnction + T-view 



Example:oJ3-drOpF~11ction(p. q) 

Deletes the fiinction argument p 60m fiinction schema object of o. 

The operation is rejected if the fiinction is not in the O, or the fiuiction 

is associate with a type in the TVSO. 

dropclasse B_dropClass: T-class + T-view 

Example:oB~d.ropClass@, q) 

Deletes the class argument p fiom the cIass schema object o. The 

operation is rejected if the cIass is not already in O, or the class is an 

extension of a type in the TVSO . 

dropCoiiection B-dropCollection: T-collection -+ T-view 

Example:o.B~dropCoiiection(p, q) 

Deletes the collection argument p fiom the collection schema object O- 

The operation is rejected if the collection is not already in O, or the 

collection is a content of a virtual type in TVSO. 

B-union Yiou: T-view + T-view 

Example: o.B_union Viav@) 

Symbol: * u P  

Retums the union view schema of views O and p. 

intersectionview B-intersectionview: T-view + T - view 

Example: o. B_intersectionview@) 

Symbol: o * P  



containedby 

Retums the Mew schema intersection of views O and p. 

B-dzrerence fiew: T-view -+ T-view 

Example: o.BBdzflerencmeVLew@) 

Symbol: 0 -P 

Retums the view schema difference of views O and p. 

B-containedby: T-view + T-boolean 

Example: OB-containedby (v) 

Symbol: O c p  

Rehirns true if aii schema in view O are aIso members of view v, and 

false otherwise. 

5.3 TDL Extension 

A view schema is a user-selected subschema of the global schema. In this section, we 

provide a view definition Ianguage extension for the user to allow speciwng and 

operating on view schemata 

A view dennition language must support a unigue view identifier (as d e h e d  above) 

which is used when we manipulate a view. 

Recall that a view schema is a union of TVSO, BVSO, NSO, LVSO and CVSO. In 

these schema objects, the core objects are TVSO which contain both vimial types and 

base types. When we specify a view schema, we mut spec* the TVSO of the view 



schema Once the TVSO is specified, the schema objects of BVSO, FVSO, LVSO and 

CVSO associated with TVSO can be integrated into the view schema 

There are two basic view schema specification operations: create view and modity view, 

Each of these statements operates on a specified virtual type, base type and view schema 

The definition of  the semantics for the monifi, view statement involves the specification 

of the update semantics and view evoIution. The specification of update semantics is 

beyond the scope of this thesis and the issue of view evolution is an area of fùture 

research. 

A detailed description of the create view statement is nowgiven. 

The Create view statement assigns a unique view identifier to the view and specifies the 

base types, virtual types and views included in the view schema. It cm create virtual types 

which are not available in the global schema at that tirne. Once a virtual type is created, it 

will be integrated into the global schema according to the type classification algorithm 

discussed previously. The system keeps track of al1 virtual types created by the view 

schema. M e n  a view schema is deleted by a delete view command, al1 the virtual types 

that were created for the definition of that view schema wilI be removed fiom the global 

schema. When a base type or a virhial type is specified for inclusion in a view schema, 

the behaviors, fiinctions, collections and classes associated with the base type or virtual 

type are also in tep ted  into the view schema. The specified base types and virtual types 

will be integrated into a view type lattice using the axiomatic model. 



The general syntax of the create view statement is: 

< vzew dechration > ::= create view c new reference > 

1 add virhiai type <vVtual type n a m e  with extent < 

TQL statement > 

( add base type <base types name> 

1 add view cview identifier > 

end view 

The create view statement declares a reference to a new view. The add virtual type 

clause adds a virtual type into the view. If the vimial type is not in the type lattice of the 

global schema, then a new virtual type is created and integrated into the type lattice using 

the type integration algorithm introduced in Chapter 4. The extent of the new v h a l  type 

is defined by the with extent clause. The with extent clause contains a TQL query 

statement. The query statement retums a collection as its result which is the extent of the 

new v h a l  type. The add base type clause adds a base type into the view. The base type 

should already exist in the type lattice of the global schema. The add view clause adds an 

existing view into the created view. The create view statement can also generate more 

complex views based on existing views via the add view clause. The type lattice of the 

view is generated using the axiomatic mode1 which wiil automatically derive ail 

necessary subtyping and property inheritance relationships for these types based on their 

essential superytpes and essential properties. 

The following exarnples illustrate the process of creating a new view in the campus 

information system d e h e d  in Section 3.5. 



Exarnple S. 1. In example 4.4, a vïrtual type T-taxablepenon was to be created. To create 

a view named VS-taxableperson, the followiug command may be used: 

create view VS-taxableperson 

add virtual type T-taxableperson 

add base type T-employee 

add base type DeIf-emplo yed 

end view 

We add a vimial type T-taxableperson and two base types into the view 

VS-taxableperson. The TVSO of VS-taxableperson is shown in Figure 5 -3. 

Figure 5.3 The TVSO of VS-taxableperson. 



Example 5.2. In this example, we want create a view to show the information for 

employees whose salary is over $50,000- To create a view named 

VS-highsalaryernployees, the foilowing command may be used: 

create view VS- hightaxableemployees 

add virtual type T-taxableperson 

add m a l  type T-highsalaryemployee with ( select o 

from o in C-employee 

where (oJ3-saiary()> 50000 ) 

add base type T-employee 

end view 

In this example, two virtual types T taxableperson and T highsalaryemployee and one 

base type are added into the view VS- hightaxableemployees. The TVSO of VS- 

hightaxableemployees is show in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 The TVSO of VS- hightaxableemployees. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future 
Work 

6.1 Summary and contributions 

In this thesis, we presented a unifoxm capacity-augmenting view rnechanism in the 

context of the TIGUKAT object-oriented database management system (OODBMS). The 

purely behavioral and uniform object semantics of the TIGUKAT object model provide a 

foundation for the development of our view rnechanism. Following the uniform semantics 

of TIGUKAT, two new types, T-virtualtype and T-view are added to the primitive type 

system. The behaviors defked on these types are also given. We then extend the 

TIGUKAT Definition (TDL) to support the definition of virtual types and views. To 

integrate virtual types consistently in the type lattice, we develop a type integration 

algorithm based on the axiomatic model of TIGUKAT. Although we use the TIGUKAT 

object model, the concepts described are general and are applicable to other uniform 

models. 



n ie  type integration algorithm is distinguished nom others by its non-intrusive and 

transparent properties. When a Wtual type is inserted into the type lattice, no additional 

intermediate types need to be created- If we delete a virtual type inserted by the type 

integration algorithm, the type lattice will automatically return to its original state before 

the virtual type was inserted. These features make the integration non-intrusive because a 

number of meaningless types are not added and transparent because if an integrated type 

is removed, the lattice retums to its previous state. 

The fiuidamental contributions of the view mechanismdefined are the following: 

1. Et uniforrnly models views as first class objects by directly defining them as type and 

behavior extensions to the TIGUKAT object model. This makes for an extensible 

view query model that has a consistent uniform underlying semantics that correspond 

to the object model. The reflective capabilities of the TIGUKAT object model provide 

the view mechanism with the capability of viewing meta-information. 

2. The capacity-augmenting capability of our view dennition ailows virtual types to be 

specified that augment the dennitions of base types by adding additional behavion. 

3. The type integration algorithm which is based on an axiomatic model of dynamic 

schema evolution in objectbase systems integrates the virtual types into the 

consistently type lattice. 

4. Defining views as a user-selected subschema of the global schema provides the user 

with the ability to constnict arbitrarily complex view schema thereby providing a 

flexible interface for users to view the global schema 



6.2 Future Research 

Future work includes the implementation of the functions of the view mechanism 

designed in this thesis. The TIGUKAT objectbase system is in prototype deveIopment 

and would be a good candidate for the implementation. The extensions to TDL and TQL 

to d e h e  virtual types, and to define and manipulate view schema must also be 

irnplemented 

Another important research area is view schema evolution. The ability to modify an 

existing view to meet changing user needs is very important and a necessary feature in 

advanced OODBMSs. The research required in this area is with respect to defining the 

semantics of view schema evolution and developing view schema evolution policies. 

Finally, view integration techniques could be developed as a step towards a more 

complete schema integration mechanism for federated OODBMS. The formalism of the 

axiomatic mode1 could assist in the design of these techniques. 
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